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Editorial
at stakes of not less than I 01- a
hundred, their 1 rice is 6 to 4
ag~inst any pa ir of' whom neither
is ,~f European
hampi onship
clas's, and from 2 to I upwards
against any pair not above county
standard.
Already there have
been a number of takers.

"British players in the Europpean Championships are tired of
going into the battle with one
hand tied behind ' their backs."
So says Terence Reese on page
18, meaning that exponents of
artificial bidding systems benefit
by the mere fact of imposing a
mental strain on the enemy.
Obviously that is true. If you
can present your opponents with
a series of Chinese conundrums
at no cost to your own reserves
of energy, that must be to your
advantage.
Reese believes that he can
develop an artificial systeni superior to those used by such players
as Ghestem arid ~acherich of
F(ance and the Roman pairs.
That won't be easy, but if he
succeeds Britain will be able to
campaign much more effectively
for the restr~int of artificial
systems. At present uncharitable
Continentals say that, too lazy
to learn their brilliant methods,
we are jealous of their success.

NEWS FROM

TH ~

U.S.A.

One of the services provided by
the . American Contract Bridge
League for its I 00,000 members
is a monthly 64-page Bulletin. It
is edited by Richard
rey and
Alan Truscott is one of the
assistant editors. ]n addition to
A.C.B.L. news, results and photographs, it contains articles and
reports by many well known
American writers and this coverage has recently been extended.
The Bulletin is now available
to subscribers outside the U.S.A. ,
who are invited to send 2 dollars
to the American Contract Bridge
League, Inc., 33 West 60th Street,
New York 23, o'r 15 shillings to
the British Bridge World, 35
Dover Street, London, W.1.
At this modest charge it will
appeal to addicts of bridge literature everywhere, and it should be
compulsory reading for bridge
administrators.

AMAZING OFFER

Wanting practice, the inventors
of The Little Major are willing to
lay what they describe as excessive~ not to say reckless, odds:
on the total result over 25 rubbers,
6

RING-A-DING SPRING

THIS SPORTING LIFE

Bridgewise, the E. B. U. Spring
Foursomes _.at Eastbourne was a
great success despite the fact that
the attendance did not reach the
sell-out level of the Autumn Congress. In essence, the Spring
Foursomes is a four-day knockout team tournament, with an
open draw and a proviso that no
team is eliminated until it has
suffered two defeats. This makes
· for a fair test and some . hot
teams were attracted; there is
little doubt that the Spring Four-somes will quickly establish itself
as one of the prestige events of the
calendar. There are consolation
events and all the fun of the fair
for those knocked out from the
main event.
This was won by Mrs. Markus,
Mrs. Gordon, Terence Reese and
Boris Schapiro, who toppled teams
captained by Harrison-Gray and
Nico Gardener on the way.
Swinnerton-Dyer and Barbour
carried Hiron and me through to
the final; without defeat, but the
weight was bound to tell and we
lost the play-off going away.
Harold Franklin reports next
month in Tournament World.

Tournamen't-goers ' who are
bored with the fashionable
caravanserais are offered new
horizons this summer. Two inter
national bridge festivals are being
run in Yugoslavia, the first at
Porec on 5 to 8 June and the
second at Pula on 4 to 8 September. Both places are on the Istrian
coast and have a reputation for
climate, food and low prices. The
organisers have generously offered
free hotel accommodation with
full board for eight Briti~h visitors,
and these places will go to the
leading pairs in the Portland Cup.
Others interested are invited to
write to J. W. Kearsley and Co.
Ltd., 46 Piccadilly, London, W.l,
(REGent 7211), · who have arranged low all-in prices with air
travel.
. There are cash prizes and, as
if that were not enough, a
brochure r.~ceived from Yugoslavia promises that there will be
held "a chase on boars and roebucks as well as on fishing for
bridge players."
VICHY PAIRS

The ballot for the Vichy pairs
tournament, to be held at Whitsun,
was won by Frank Farrington and
partner of Lancashire.
Others
wishing to enter should write to
J. Ulmann, . 21 _:B.oulevard.. ,QlM)]betta, Vichy.

SUNDAY TIMES PAIRS

This big new invitation event
is now to be held at the Hilton
Hotel, Park. Lane, on 26 to 28
April.
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A World of Their Own
by JIMMY T A IT

In my young days I had an
unshakeable belief in 'the infallibility of Bridge Correspondents,
but this has been taking a few
knocks lately. There was a time
_when I pored over their every
word, fascinated by the rapid
_analysis and accurate card-:-teading which invariably culminated
in a smooth endplay. Those days,
I'm afraid, are over.
It started when 1 spotted a
mistake in analysis and wrote to
the author, expecting his heartfelt
gratitude and possibly a signed
photogr~ph and two packs of
playing cards, enclosed in a
tasteful leather bridge wallet. I
got rather less. His . letter was
icily pqlite and very brief. Yes,
my solution looked all right but a
s;olleague had given him the hand
and he himself had had;nO time to
analyse it. At least 1it was an
honest mistake I thought, and the
lameness of the excuse did not
strike me at the time. Later I was
to see to what depths of perfidy,
as well as negligence, bridge
correspondents can sink.
I was playing in a match against
the bridge correspondent of a
well known Sunday newspaper.
He and his partner bid up to Five

Diamonds, were doubled and
went two down, vulnerable. Jmagine my surprise when , a few
weeks later, I saw the self-same
hand featured in one of hi bridge
articles. The contract was still
Five Diamonds doubled but this
time it was made by superb
dummy play. Poetic licence I've
heard of, but this was carrying
things a bit too far. To add insult
to injury he criticised my double
and said-it helped him to fulfil his
contract.
They live in a world of their
own-a world where fine e are
always wrong and squeeze plays,
eliminations and coups abound.
Their flawless technique is always
rewarded and their contracts are
always made, sometimes with an
overtrick if the deal is from a pairs
event. If they like a hand they
print it, but if it doesn't suit their
requirements they will alter a King
here, a Queen there, and stack the
trumps. What is truth when an
expert's prestige is at stake?
I played rubber bridge against
one the other day. ]t was foggy
outs.ide and he must have lost his
way en route from Hamilton Place
to Carlton House Terrace. Anyway we take pride in our demo8

cratic outlook so the guv'nor
rubbed the dust off the "No
Cheques <::;ashed~' notice and the
bridge correspondent was invited
to stay. On the very first hand
he opened with a Two bid. Here
is the complete deal and bidding:

on deceptive play, I was in no
mood to take the trick.with the
Queen. My only conc~rn ,ywas
whether to win with the Ac~· or
duck altogether: The latter ,plan
I rejected as being too ~xtravagant
for a low-stake ,g~me s o I pJayedt
my Ace and t~turned a "club,;
trying to look like a ·:tp.an who was
itching to overruff dummy. The
declarer apparently approved of
my defence for he drew trumps
and ran the · Jack of · spades.
Another corlfract bit the dust.
I

South:dealer
Love all

.8cv

NORTH

IO 53 2
() AQ J IO
9 8 54
EAST (Me)
WEST
• 6 54 2
+AQ7
\? J 9 4
\?6
() K 8 6 3
() 9 7 42
Q IO 3
J762
SOUTH
K J IO 9 3
\/AKQ87
()5

+

Nevertheless, I have a feeling ·
that Destry will ride again. Some
sunny 'morning the bridge correspondent will once again come intq
his own. The contract will be
the same and als~ the onening
lead, only this time I will be given
the Queen to five spades and the
King of diamonds. The hearts
will be 2-2. When declarer plays
a spade at trick 2 my partner will
hop up with the Ace to protect
my holding and lead .another
trump. Our hero will . ruff tw_o
spades, cash his hearts, King of
spades and clubs, and at trick ·II
I will find myself squeezed, forced
to unguard my King of diamonds
or discard my good spade.

+

+

+

+AK
SouTH
2+

3\/

4\/
6\?

WEST
No
No
No
No

NORTH EAST
2NT
No
No
4()
No
5\/
No
No

The bridge correspondent, of
course, was sitting South, as he
always does. My partner .led his
singleton heart and the declarer
won with the Queen and led-a low
spade towards dummy's eight.
Havingjustfinishedreadingabook

Fortunately I have discovered
a way to avoid the impending
squeeze. I have · cancelled my
newspapers and periodicals for
the next few weeks.
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TOURNAMENT
WORLD
Harold Franklin reports on the Masters
Pairs and the Whitelaw Cup.
Terence Reese and Jeremy Flint
are the new Masters Pairs champions by a comfortable margin.
For' Reese it was the sixth success
in this event, for Flint the first.
And for those who look for an
upsurge of new blood in competitive circles the joy was limited.
For most of the journey Reese
and Flint, Gray and Rockfelt,
Rose and Gardener, Preston and
Swimer and the Sharples played
musical chairs in the leading
places, and though SwinnertonDyer and Barbour finished
strongly to take up third place,
that was only confirmation of a
ranking established last year.

as the leading women' pa1r m a
creditable eighth place. No less
notable was the performance of
the leading mixed pair, Mr . J.
Higginson and Eric Silver tone
who were seventh.
1st Reese and Flint
1248
2nd Preston and Swimer
1191

3rd Swinnerton-Dyer and
Barbour
1173
4th Rose and Garderier
1171
5th Rockfelt and HarrisonGray
1147
6th Sharples and Sharples 1143
7th Mrs. Higginson and
Silverstone
1139 '
8th Mrs. Durran and Mrs.
Whitaker
1130
The winners modestly attributed their success to the errors
of their opponents, but in fact
owe it mostly to their own ound
game. When opponent erred
they knew ·how to take the fullest
advantage, as is shown by the
deal on the next page.

One surprising performance was
by a ladies pair. Mrs. Durran
and Mrs. Whitaker player. steadily
throughout and accelerated to a
position amongst the leaders
which they looked like holding
to the end. A disastrous penultimate round, on which they
scored almost no points, dashed
their hopes, but they still ended
10

for +Q had been led at many
tables and South had discarded
his losing heart.
Against the same opponents
Flint showed courag~ on this
next board:

NoRTH

+ K 8 5"4
\/KQ
0 973
K 10 4 3

+
WEST

EAST

• Q 10
\?1752
0 QJ2
QJ 8 5

\1 A 10 8 6 4 3
0 K5

+

• 93

East dealer
East-West vulnerable
NORTH

+972

+ KQ5 3

SOUTH

\1 Q J 10 5

+AJ'762

0 10 4 3
+J9

\19
0 A 10 8 6 4
+A6

WEST

EAST

+J
\/K862
() KQJ 5
Q84 3

+A 10 9 8 4 2
\/4 3
OA9876

Against South's contract of
Four Spades Reese led +J (borrowing from the Roman method
SOUlH
of leading the lower of touching
• 76
honours). The declarer played
\1
A97
to +K and back to the Ace;
02
When the suit broke he decided
+A K 10 7 6 52
that it was good enough to make .
East passed and South opened
the contract and not to risk the
possibility of the lead having been 3NT. After two passes East,
from +Jx. He continued with Flint, scorning the vulnerability,
Ace and another diamond. Flint re-opened with Four Clubs. He
won with the King and cashed relied on partner reading this as
\1 A. It can be seen that if he a bid of opponent's suit, and in
continues with a "safe" heart the view of his diamond holding
declarer can have a second bite Reese almost certainly would
at the cherry: he can run trumps have done, for the 3NT bid was
and squeeze West in th~ minor hardly likely to be based on
suits. But Flint returned a club spades. South resolved the prointo +K 104 and now the defence blem by doubling Four Clubs and
could not be denied their second East removed himself to Four
diamond trick. Ten tricks proved Spades. He made this contract
below average for . the declarer for a second top, while 3NT; even

+

11

+-

had it failed by five tricks,
have been an average.

~ould

The eo-holder, Schapiro, partnered by Rodrigue, laboured under
the impossible burden of a first
session in which they took twentyfifth place. They fought back to
end in ninth position. This was
one of their brighter moments
when they were "looking for
points".
East dealer
Love all

NoRTH
• J3
<yAK 10 9 6 53
0 J86
+IO
EAST
WEST
• A 10 8 5
• 62
<y<y8
KQ 54
0 A 10 9 7 3 2
+98732
+AKQ5

o

SOUTH
.KQ974
<yQJ742

0+J 64
After two passes West opened
One Diamond and North, Schapiro, overcalled INT. In response
to East's query, South said there
was no special understanding and
he expected a normal no-trump
overcall. East then bid Four
Diamonds and South Four Hearts.
West went Five Diamonds and
' North Five Hearts. East doubled

Don't miss
your local heat of the

CHARITY
CHALLENGE
CUP
on March 28
-and found dummy (North)
somewhat unexpected.
Five
Hearts doubled and made was
not, however, the best score for
North-South: Mrs. Fleming and
Miss Shanahan bid and made
Six, doubled.
NORTH EAST
SouTH WEST
No
4<y
3<y
No
10
6<y
Dble
5.
50
No
No
No
West, one of England's braver
bidders, judged that a spade lead
was the main danger to a diamond
slam. He intended his Five
Spades as lead-inhibiting. Unfortunately his partner interpreted
it as lead-directing. Against Six
Hearts doubled he opened .A
and, when West produced the 2,
he continued confidently to give
him the expected ruff.
Piracy was not always profitable
for Schapiro and Rodrigue. Mrs.
Durran and Mrs. Whitaker
showed that a weak woman can
be a match for the boldest buccaneer. (See next page.)
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North dealer
Love all

NORTH
.AJ743
\/ K 9 8
02
• . J 6 52
WEST
EAST
• . Q8
• K62
\/ 10 6 54
\/ Q 2
OQ8753
0 AK6
.KQ874
. A 10
SOUTH
• 10 9 5
\/AJ73
0 J 10 9 4
• 93
SouTH WEST NORTH EAST
RodMrs.
Schap- Mrs.
Whitrigue Durran
ira
aker
No
No
lNT
Dble
No
1.
No
2NT
20
2.
No
No
No
The opening lead was .4
taken by the Queen in dummy,
South playing the 10. Trick two
was .A, followed by the 10.
. When South followed with the 9
Mrs. Durran made the fine play
of passing the 10. It seemed clear
that clubs would not break, and
if South were permitted one discard the defence would know
where to find their tricks. North
won with the Jack and, looking
for a quick entry to his partner's

hand, tried the diamond; South's
escape suit; the declarer was
home and dry with one spade,
three diamonds and four clubs.
Top scorers in the final session
were the brothers Tarlo, who
rose from twenty-seventh place
to the respectability of halfway .
Nothing helped more than this
hand:
West dealer
Love all

NORTH
• 976

\/AKQ
0 K J 32
.AJ6
EAST
WEST
• A·Q 10 52
.K4
\/ 9 8 2
\/ 61
0 A6 5
0 Q 10 4
• K Q 10 7 53 • 82
SOUTH
• J83
\/ J 10 7 53
0 987
.94
North opened One Diamond
and East, L. Tarlo, overcalled
INT. His partner, taking him
. seriously, raised to 3NT and
North doubled. The opening
lead was 09 covered by the 10.
Jack and Ace. A club to the King
followed, and North was illadvised to win with the Ace.
Having done so, he was not
willing to settle for five tricks, and
13

exited with the King and a third
diamond. ·
you can probably see what
came next. The declarer ran five
spades and North was in distress.
To throw the last diamond might
have · been all-revealing, so \/Q .
was the first discard and a small
club the second. But it was all
too late. North's play had not
suggested that he feared the club
suit. With +Ax he would have
certainly ducked once. After the
spades- Tarlo played a club and
when South followed small the
declarer unhesitatingly played the
Queen, making eleven tricks.
.
The Whitelaw Cup
The E.B.U. women's team
championship, played over a long
week-end at Eastbourne, was
won by Mrs. R. Markus' team
(Mrs. F. Gordon, Mrs. R. F.
Corwen, Mrs. R. Oldroyd, Mrs.
G. A. Durran; Mrs. M. Whitaker)
for the third successive year. Mrs.
Durran appeared in place of
Mrs. J. Higginson and for Mrs.
Markus personally it was a fourth
successive win.
Her partnership with Mrs. Gordon is so outstanding in women's
bridge that it is difficult to
imagine them forming part of a
losing team in this country, or
even in wider spheres. The draw
was kind inasmuch as it saved for
the final the team best equipped

to challenge them, Mrs. A. L.
Fleming, Mrs. J. Moss, Mrs. P.
Juan and Miss D. Shanahan.
Mrs. Markus and Mrs. Gordon frequently shock the purists
with their bidding methods: inevitably they produce absurdities
which provide good copy, but they
also produce, and in greater
measure, points out of thin air.
This was one of the early boards
in the final:
North dealer
North-South vulnerable

NoRTH
+Kxx
\7 Q 10 X X
0 KJxx
+xx
WEST
• 10
\/x

0

X X

X X X X

-

EAST
+Ax
\7 K XX
0 A 10 X X
+xxxx

+KQJxx
SOUTH
+ QJ .x
\7AJxxx
0 Qxx
+Ax

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST
Shana- Markus Juan
Gorhan
don
No
No
1\7
4.
3\7
No
4\7
4+
Dble
No
No
No

2.

14

5.

' The cost was only 300 and .at
th~ other table Mrs. Corwen and
Mrs, Oldroyd reached their Heart
game without interference.
The losers failed to exact full
advantage when Mrs. Gordon
made an uncharacteristic response
on the following hand:

West dealer
Love all
NORTH

.AQ6

<::/ 10 5
()A8753
• 875

.x <y/98xxxx () Kx +Kxxx.
Partner opens One Spade. What
do you respond? The choice
would appear to be between 1NT
and No Bid, with the edge in
favour of 1NT, since any new suit
bid by partner is likely to improve
the contract.- Mrs. Gordon bid
Two Hearts, partner went Three
Diamonds, and now Mrs. Gordon
judged Three Hearts safer than
3NT. Partner's next bid was Six
Hearts, holding:

WEST

EAST

• 9 8 54
<::/ J 4
() K 10 9 2
+Q63

• K J 10 3
\/K9S73
()J

+K94

SOUTH

• 72
·<y!AQ62
() Q 6 4
+A J 10 2
East opened One Heart and
Mrs. Markus passed with the
South hand. West responded 1NT
and North bid Two Diamonds,
after which South could bid no
less than 3NT. , .9 was not the
most favourable lead for the
declarer, but with apparent unconcern she played the Ace, and
East lapsed by following with the
3. It should have been clear that
partner had not led from a
doubleton and East should therefore have encouraged with the
Jack.

.AK109x <y/KJx ()A109xx +-.
The declarer could manage no
more than ten tricks, but events
at the other table softened the
blow~ Mrs. Fleming chose this
same moment to depart from
system: the auction followed the
same .course up to the last bid,
when Mrs. Moss raised Three
Hearts to .Five Hearts. Mrs.
Fleming went one down for a
small profit.
There were other hopeless contracts in which the winners gave
their opponents the maximum
scope for error.

A low diamond from the table
was covered by the Jack, Queen
and King. West, discouraged
from spades, switched . to <::/ J:
East followed with the 3 and the
declarer won with the Queen and
15

led a second diamond. West
played the 9 and the declarer
played low from· the table. East
-might have given her partner a
chance had she discarded the
small club but she threw instead a
second heart and West now tried
+Q. There was no further opportunity for the defence. At the
other table the same contract
failed by four tricks.
Of course it was not always
thus, especially in the last eight
boards of the afternoon, when
Mrs. Markus and · Mrs. Gordon
struck a b~d patch and Miss
Shanahan and Mrs. Juan made
them pay for all their mistakes.
North dealer

Yes, South's bidding defies all
modern concepts, but how often
Mrs. Markus "gets away with
it". It seemed that this might
be one more occasion when West,
Mrs. Juan, led +3 which Miss
Shanahan won with the King. A
second club lead would have been
the. end of the story but Miss
~hanahan returned a heart. This
was taken on the table and 09
was covered by the 10, Jack and
Queen. West returned a second
hear;t and Mrs. Markus exited
from the table with a second low
diamond which East won with
the King. This made three tricks
for the defence and East had to
consider the possibility_of taking
two club tricks. The declarer had
given her the maximum opportunity for error but Miss Shanahan was wise in the ways of her
opponent and exited safely with
a third diamond. The declarer
now had to resign.

North-South vulnerable

NORTH

• 9 52
~AKQJ9

0 A9 8 7
+2
WEST

EAST .

• Q74
\? 10 3
0 Q432 .
+A 8 6 3

• KJ6
8 6 52
0 K 10 5
+KJ4
~

In this set of eight boards Mrs.
Markus dropped 19 points, mostly
at her own table, and at half-way
Mrs. Fleming led by 7. This lead
was quickly increased on the
second board of the evening session. (See next page.)

SOUTH

• A 10 8 3
~ 74
0 J6
Q 10 9 7 5

+

NoRTH

The opening lead was a spade,
won by the Jack, and West continued with the Ace and a third
spade. The declarer escapes for
500 if ·she discards, but instead

SOUTH

Mrs. Gordon Mrs .. Markus
1~
1.
20
2NT
3~
3NT
16

South dealer
East-West vulnerable

· but West had not supported dia-·
monds and North had no reason
NORTH
to suspect the void. She con• 10 4
tinued with a second cll.lb and
\? J 6 3
Four Spades was made, mini0 7 52
mising .the adverse swing .
• KQ964
Ip. spite of the set-back Mrs.
Markus soon regained the lead
EAST
WEST
and with 16 boards to play led
+AQJ985
by 9 points. Mrs. Juan and Miss
\? KQ9
\?54
0 Q J 10 9 8 4 Shanahan, who had had an
0 AK6 3
excellent match, faded in the last
• J 32
eight boards and the final ' score
SOUTH
was 97...:.77.
K6 3 2
In this, the most interesting final
\?A 10 8 7 2
for several years, all the players
0justified their positions as candi• A 10 8 7
dates for selection in the British ·
SouTH
WEST
NoRTH EAsT
team. Mrs. Fleming's team was
Markus Moss Gordon Flelflwell balanced and Mrs. Juan and
ing
Miss Shanahan made a fine job
1(Y)
,2.
3.
3 v/\.
v
of containing Mrs. Markus and.
3\/
4\/
No
50 Mrs. Gordon. After the leading
Dble
all pass
pair, Mrs. Durran was the most
she truiiJped with .Q. Two impressive of the winners.
top trumps followed, ending. in
*
*
*
the dummy. Then came +K,
Fifty pairs took part in the John
declarer discarding a diamond and Hirst trophy, played on Sunday
East wisely doing likewise. When afternoon. Winners were Miss A. declarer continued with Ace and Armitage and Mrs. S. Ellam
anotl)er heart East was able to (Yorks.), followed by Mrs. Callodraw a third round of trumps and way and Mrs. Grant (Sussex).
The Ladies Plate was won by
eventually make a diamond to
defeat the contract by five tricks. Mrs. R. Stevenson, Mrs. R.
At the other table West played Phillips, Mrs. H. Harper and Miss
in Four Spades. South won the P. Nye (Surrey). The runners-up
heart lead and put partner in were Mrs. P. Williams, Mrs. A.
with a club. A diamond ruff Alder, Mrs. F. Della Porta and
would have beaten the contract Mrs. B. Harris.

+7

.5

+

6.
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A HANDFUL OF
BRASS CASH
This is the first published account of what
may be a far reaching development in tournament bridge. Terence Reese, with the assistance of Jeremy Flint, has been working on a
new artificial system which has many revolutionary features. He calls it "The Little Major."
"Just for a handful of silver
he left us,
"Just for a riband to put in his
coat".
So wrote one poet about another who had deserted the ranks
to take the official honours of
Poet Laureate. · A similar plaint
has been voiced since the news
has gone round that I have been
Working on a revolutionary type
of artificial system. Players whose
charity and breadth of outlook
are a by-word have been asking,
"What's this? How can Reese,
who has always campaigned
against artificial systems, develop
one of his own?"
Let me explain my position. I
have not abandoned my view that
the game would be better if the
use of suit bids as ciphers were
disallowed, with the possible exception of · a few universal conventions like the Two Clubs and
responses to Blackwood. I have
· urged that without success. If
there is ever to be a reformation,
18

I think that my present action may
lead to it. Artificial systems have .
been tolerated in the European
Championship because not many
countries play them and because,
while the Italians were on top,
the European Bridge League hesitated to take action that might
seem to put Italy's rivals in an
envious light. But suppose my
system were a success and that
other countries began to bring
equally artificial goods . to the
market? Then there miglit be
some re-thinking. Not that I consider it likely now that the trend
will ever be reversed. We have
seen in the larger world of science
that clever inventions, however
disagreeable their consequences,
are seldom buried by an e!fort of
will.
Meanwhile, I can say with some
authority and confidence that
British players in the European
Championship are tired of going
into the battle with one hand tied
behind their .backs. It is not so

much that we have found ourselves at a disadvantage when
playing against the Roman system
or against the Ghestem Relay
system, but · that the weaker
countries don't bother to learn
those sys terns and so lose by
large margins.
For make no mistake, it is a
considerable handicap to . play
against a strange system. Ev~n
if the system has no great technical merit, .the strai-n on concentration in listening to the
unfamiliar sequences causes mistakes before long.
Beside that, any well planned
artificial system , putting all idle
sequences to use, must have advantages over a straightforward
system that has a few gadgets, as
we all have nowadays. I realise<i
that very clearly when I first
played against Marmik over ten
years ago and whe~1 I saw on
bridgerama how the Roman pair
outbid their opponents on all
difficult hands in the world
championship <at Como.
Still, I believe that better sys- terns can be invented. Here, very
briefly, is the basis of the system
on which Jeremy Flint '.lnd I have
been working:1

"The Little Major"
Most pairs are pretty efficient
in their constructive bidding, and
· it · is in fhe competitiv~ and pre-

emptive area that there is most
scope for - development. In The
Little Major pre-emption, or if
you like, obstruction, is effected
by opening One Spade or One
Heart on hands containing from
5 to 9 points and one, two or
three cards in the suit named. A
response of 1NT by the partner
is forcing and opener then names
his best suit.
The opening bid of 1NT Is
similarly pre-emptive in that it
portrays a minor suit hand. It
would be the bid on a 12-point
1- 2-4-6 hand.
A hq..nd that amounts to a
genuine bid of One Spade is
opened One Diamond, and this
call may also signify-the rebid
will show-a strong no trump.
An opening of One Club signifies
hearts in the same way. Over
One Diamond and One Club,
One Heart and One Diamond
respectively are negative responses.
That greatly increases the range
and accuracy of constructive bidding.
May I leave it ·there for the
moment? Next month I will give
an account -of all opening sequences in the system. There may
be more news, too, of the attitude
which the B.B.L. and E.B.U. will
take to an experiment with The
Little Major in the forthcoming
trials for Baden Baden.
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The Brave Old Days
by HARRY INGRAM

(The fourth and .final instalment of an account of the 1934 Schwab Trophy
match between U.S.A. and England)

Long accounts of the play
appeared in the newspapers and
many hands were .discussed. Ely
Culbertson's daily .report appeared in theMan chester Guardian
and it is interesting to read what
he wrote about the fourth day of
the five-day match:"We,began the session after the
play of 180 boards with 120
boards still to go and having
whittled down the English lead to
3,070. I felt in my 'very bones
that during the 30 boards of the
afternoon session we ought to
reduce the lead by abotJt a half.
Instead the English, favoured by
the extraordinary combination of
good and brilliant play, rolled up
a gigantic lead of 5,000 points in
the first twelve . boards before
adjourning for tea.
"In spite of the excellent Dorchester service my tea has never
tasted more bitter, ·a nd our disappointment was only tempered
by sincere admiration and the
conviction that at least we were
being beaten not by mugs but by
real masters. With a handicap
of 5,000 points it seemed to us
. 2()-

that the situation began to look
really hopeless.
"5000 points is not so serious,
even against a good team, but
against masters it almost calls
for a series of miracles, and as all
players know, the inexorable
pasteboards never forgive and
never forget, hand out their
miracles on a starvation ratio of
probabilities. It was at this point
that the most important factor of
morale for a victory in war, in
sports or in intellectual games,
powerfully asserted itself.
"I believe the English team
became somewhat demoralised
by the exultati9n of coming victory, while we grimly went ahead,
playing a superb game. For soon ,
after tea we began to pile up the
points and in the remaining 18
boards which concluded the after.noon session took away from the
English 3,010 points, reducing the
lead from 5,050 ' to 2,040-an
astonishing reversal of form."
When we went down to the
lounge of the Dorchester for tea,
I had a talk with ·Dick Lederer,
suggesting a rest for himself and

.4

Willie Rose for the evening se'ssion. This I thoug-h t would
freshen them for the final day.
However, they did not fancy the
idea and in fact played throughout
the match.
'

NORTH

\/K9852
<> QJ63
.KQ
East, Lightner, had bid spades,
but · he found the lead ' of (> 2
away from
King. Lederer put
on dummy's Jack, Culbertson
played the Ace and returned the
suit. Ely turned to Dick and
said, "If you don't" put up an
honour from dummy I might
switch." Certainly it was futile
to put up the Jack; a small card
played nonchalantly might achieve
its object. But it was a good lead
by Lightner.

the

On board I 92, however, our
bidding was more modern than
Culbertson's:

.6

On board I 97 Lederer doubled
Five Hearts, which would have
gone five down. His partner took
out to Five Spades and himself
went down 750.

EAST

+AK975
\/ IO 7 5
(>AQI04
• IO

\/AKQ32
<> 6 2
• ·8 7 6 4 2

Ingram

Hughes

I+

2\/
4\/

3\/

How would modern bidders
cope with these two hands, dealt
by South? '

No

Four Hearts was doubled and
made, while in the other room
Ely merely bid Two Spades over
his partner's Two Heart response.
This was passed out and defeated.
After this and other successes
the tide turned. ·Lederer and Rose
went down in Six Clubs on the
hands shown in the rext column.

+AS

\/ AQ4
<> 8 5 .AJ76543

Really that tea must have been
poisoned, for after it we handed
out thousands of points with
pitiful regularity. We never played
confidently again after those disasters. I think Ely was more than
right when he wrote that we had
been demoralised by the exultation of the coming victory.

WEST

SouTH

NORTH

SOUTH

+ A65
\/ 8 7
(>AQJ9832

+ KQ82
\/A942

.A

<>-

•

K Q 10 9·3

Lederer and Rose fini_shed in
· Four Spades, one down, whilst
Morehead and Mrs. Culbertson
finished in Six Clubs, also one
down. Six Diamonds was unbeatable, the suit breaking 3-3.
21

watching modern players, I wonder whether our bidding 30 years
ago was really so terrible!

Thursday evening was really the
end of our hopes, although there
was a riice gain on an early board.
WIST
EAST
+A4
+K962
\?Q82
\7AJ6
0 AK 653
0 J 10 8 7
+A52
+K4
· Culbertson and Lightner played
in 3NT for 440. We bid:
WEST
EAST
1+
10

2()

Theri a "modern" vulnerable
opening by Hughes cost 450.
His hand was +Q2 \7A106542
OA865 ·+6. With a void in
hearts and 8 points I bid 1NT
and passed the Two Heart rebid
-three down. The more I see of
these light openings, the more I
hate them. The day finished with
o.u r wonderful lead of 6,000 odd
turned into a deficit of 990.

3.

3NT
40
4+
"5\7
60
No
Hughes, East, not having two
quick tricks, responded only One
Diamond to the conventional
One Club opening, but forced on
the second round. The slam was
made.
We lost heavily when Rose
unaccountably went down in an
easy Four Hearts, and when
Hughes and I doubled the Americans into game . . 750 came back
on this deal:

The · tension next afternoon
when the last day's play commenced was terrific. Lederer and
Rose played against Mrs. Culb,ertson and Morehead, leaving Cui- ·
bertson and Lightner to Hughes
and me. .Looking back I do not
think this was a good move,
although it seemed all right at the
time.
rather imagined that
the change of systems against the
Americans would upset them a bit.
Possibly it did, . but other factors
nullified the gains.

WEST
EAST
+ AK 53
+ 6
\7\7 10 9 5
0 862
0 A K Q J 10· ~ 7
A J 9432
+ 10 9
Hughes opened Three Diamonds, showing a solid suit by
our methods, and I gave him Six.
Culbertson and Teddy Lightner
stopped 'in Five. Sometimes,

The lead was soon reduced
when we reached a normal 3NT
whilst Mrs. Culbertson passed
One Heart from her partner after
she had opened One Diamond on
+865 \7K53 OAK1074 +KJ.
Then came the hand which, to my
mind, decided the match and even
to-day I cannot make up my mind
who was at fault-Hughes or I.

we

+
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. players at the time, ~ut of course
our captain should have seen it.
It is only now, going through the
hands to write this article, that I
have noticed it.

North dealer
North-South vulnerable
NORTH

SOUTH

.KJ654
\/A 10 8 54
OQ
+K 3

<V Q 2
0 A ·3

1.

Hughes

.AQ82

+A9854
Ingram

3\/

3.503+

6.!

7.!!

4.

Should Hughes jump to Six
Spades, and should I bid Seven?
I feel Stan would have done
better to bid Five Hearts and
leave it to me, but equally my bid
of Seven was not justified, bearing
in mind my partner's Four Spade
bid. Why, oh! why, didn't Hughes
hold <V J instead of the 10? The
slam is then a make, as the King
was under the Ace. The Americans stopped in Six and we lost
1,630.
With a deficiency of over 2,000
all seemed lost now, but the
English team fought back with a
series of small gains and when the
afternoon session ende<;l we were
only 970 behind. But for a
scoring error, when a swing of
· 320 to England was credited to
America, the deficit would have
been only 330. This error is quite
apparent from the score sheets:
these were not examined by the

Early in the finai evening session came the hand quoted in my
first article, when I · psyched with
a Two Diamond bid and escaped
to Two Hearts, doubled. This I
should have made, giving us 4 79
instead of losing 100, but that was
nothing compared with what we
could have gained in Room 2.
Rose, instead 'or d,oubling Four
Spades, bid Five Diamonds for a
loss of 450 instead of a gain of
1;000.
Then came a hand which should
go down in history as one of the
worst underbids o( all time.
NORTH

• 9872

\/6

<>

10 7 3 2
+A 10 4 3

.Q

SOUTH

\/AKQJ52
OAKQ4
• J6

The American South bid One
Heart and all passed. Apparently
the hand did not qualify for an
opening Two bid, lacking five
honour tricks.
I opened a forcing One ·Club
and we were never in danger of
missing the lay down heart game.
Then came some poor results and
at board 294 the American lead
was 1,730. After that Lederer
23
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and Rose made a brave try with
an impossible 3NT, whilst Hughes
·and I went for an equally impossible slam, doubled and redoubled for two down on board
299. Both these were last ditch
efforts and America won eventua11y by 3,650 points.

optimistic bidding, which paid off
handsomely). Slam bidding on
both sides left much to be desired, /
but the same is true today. Had
the English team not bid a single
slam they would have been approximately 3,000 better off. The
Americans were worse: their score
would have improved 5,000 if no
slams had been bid.

Why did we lose after having
such a marvellous lead? I think
it can be truthfully said that the
English players were totally exhausted towards the end, whilst
our American friends, thanks to
previous experience in long
matches, lasted much better.

Culbertson said after the match,
"This has been the toughest, most
thrming and the nicest championship match ever played.
We
thought we were up against the
Rock of Gibraltar."

· Taking the match as a whole,
and speaking generally, defence
and play did not compare too
badly with. today, bearing in mind
that suit-preference signals were
practically
non-existent
and
several other useful conventions,
now common, had not been
invented. It was in bidding that
our heavy losses occurred. At
times gross overbidding was responsible (not to be confused with

The Evening Standard bridge
correspondent wrote, "The effect
the match had on my mind was
that I should not care to bet on
America in a return match."
To my opponents of those days,
Albert Morehead and Teddy
Lightner, I send my warmest and
best wishes. Should they by
chance read these articles, I hope
they will think that nothing has
been written out of place.
24 .
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Building a Bear Trap
by ALAN HIRON

Sometimes a suit is distributed
Clearly jn this situation, and
so that declart>r has no choice against good . defenders, declarer
in seleCting his line of play. There . should play for the drop, for he
are too many high cards missing should assume that good defenders
to permit a genuine finesse and would not play so as to give up a
all he can do is to hope that the certain trick in the suit. However,
suit is evenly divided between the this inference is not always ' availdefenders. Now it is surprising able-the Jack may have been a
how often it happens that the blind lead in an unbid suit before
defenders, knowing full well that dummy was exposed, or the
the suit is going to break in an AK987 combination might be
obliging fashion for declarer, can concealed in declarer's hand.
gratuitiously play some of their
" Does this sort of situation
high cards in the suit and leave arise in practical play?" you may
him with a genuine view to take. ask. Yes, it does, very frequently.
Here are three examples from
For example, consider this:
recent match-play.
WEST
EAST
+AK987
+6543
In a first-round match in this
year's
Gold Cup competition, a
Suppose that declarer , needs
declarer
encountered the followfive tricks in this suit. On the
ing
suit
combination:face of it, the only hope is that
NoRTH
the outstanding cards break two\/ K 8 3
two. But suppose that the defence
WEST
EAST
has been the first to broach ' th~
\/
J
10
2
\/ 9 54
suit and that South has led the
SOUTH
Jack. Declarer wins in dummy
\/AQ76
but North drops the Queen. Now
declarer has a choice of plays.
The contract was no trumps .
He has to decide whether South and four tricks were required from
has led the Jack from Jx and. the suit shown above. Seemingly
North has played a very natural there wa~ no problem, but defalse-card from QIO, or whether clarer first led \/8 from dummy
; South has made a risky lead 'from and this was covered by East's nine
JlOx.
and taken by South's Ace. Now
25

the six was led towards dummy's four tricks. This would clearly
King and West followed with the be an impossibility but for the
Jack. A finesse position ha~ been fact that he received the favourable
created and declarer had to opening lead of \/10, which
Declarer
decide whether his initial lead from created a position.
dummy had induced East mis- played small from dummy and
guidedly to cover from an original East mistakenly contributed \78.
holding of 10954, in which case
Assuming that the lead was a
the position would now be:
_genuine one from a holding of
NORTH
ten, nine and others, East should
have, realised that his Jack and
\/3
EAST
eight had the same value. ThereWEST
fore, following the familiar prin\/ 10 5
\/ciple that to make life difficult for
SOUTH
declarer one should play the card
\/ Q 7
If so, the winning play would one is known to hold, East should
now be to finesse th~ seven. In have dropped _the Jack on the
practice the declarer under-rated first trick.
Now look at it from ' the
declarer's angle, supposing that
East drops the Jack on. the first
trick. As the cards were, to cash
one of ~ummy's honour~ and
later finesse dummy's seven would
have succeeded. But the declarer - - - .
would have had no means of
knowing whether East had falsecarded from J8, or whether West
had led from 109853. In the
latter case the winning play is to
take a double finesse on the
second round.

the defence and actually resorted
to this manoeuvre, spectacularly
making only two tricks from the
suit (for the def~nders had plenty
of winners in reserve). Note that
he could not possibly have failed
to take four tricks in the suit if
East had not parted unnecessarily
with his nine of hearts.
In my next example, from
Beirut, the defence was not on its
toes.
NORTH

\/AQ74
WEST

EAST

\/ 10 9 5 3

\/ J 8

For my last example, where the
critical finesse position is partly
cloaked by the setting, here is a
hand from last year's London
League competition.

SOUTH

\/ K 6 2
Again the contract was no
trumps and again declarer needed

(see next page)
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The ·majority of British car
manufacturers fit Dunlop
tyres as standard equipme nt
on their new models.
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NoRTH

\/A Q 10 9
OAK84
• K 194
EAST

. WEST

.A6543
\/ K 7 4
<> 10 52
.AQ

• J72
\/ 8 52
<> Q J 3
• 10 8 6 5

SOUTH

• K Q 10 9
\/ J 6 3
<> 9 7 6
• 732

SouTH
No

1. 2.

WEST

NORTH

Dble

EAST

No
· No
No

lNT
No
3NT
2NT
No
No .
No
The threadbare R.uality of
West's spades made him look
elsewhere for the opening lead
and he tried <> 2. Declarer ducked
in dummy and Ea'st won with the
Jack. He returned . J and dedarer's Queen went to West's
Ace. Now West knew that if
ever declarer got into his hand
he would cash whatever spade
winners he had and continue with

I

a club towards dummy, killing
West's club holding. West therefore returned <> 10 and this did
not appear inconsistent, in declarer's eyes, with an original
diamon4 suit of Q1052. Declarer
took ,the 10 in dummy and unblocked with the nine from his
own hand in preparation for a
finesse of dummy's eight .
However, as the old Russian
proverb has it, it is no use building
a bear trap if the bear cannot get
near it because of the trees.
There were quite a lot of trees to
be chopped down before the
declarer could fall into this particular trap. Play contiimed with
the Queen of hea; ts from dummy,
. which held, then the ten of hearts, .
which also held. Declarer had
four heart tricks but the lead was
still in dummy, and he despairingly continued with a: small
club from the table. West won ---....
with the Queen and cashed the
Ace, but now when he exited
with the five of diamonds the
bear was caught-dummy's eight
was finessed and East made ·his
singleton Queen.

CROYDON CONGRESS RESULTS
Team championship: D. Rose, R.
Mi~ed pairs: Mrs. Fleming and
Franses, J. Field, A. Pescott-Day. E. Crowhurst. 2nd, Mrs. Krauth
Pairs championship: 1st, Miss and J. J. Boyd-Barrett.
Kerby and J. Sindell; 2nd, Mr.
Stanley Smith Trophy: H. St. J.
Ingram.
and Mrs. Hiron.
Entries were 16% up on 1962.
I
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Be Jmpossible
by BARBAROSSA

"Do be difficult" was the title
of a recent article by a Britisher
named Terence Reese. He is a
promising writer but as yet too
tentative in his attitudes. ·Why
. be difficult when, with . a little
trouble, you can be impossible?

South dealt with neither side
vulnerable and the bidding was :

NORTH

• J 642
y>J853

0

W EST

J875
EAST

• 75

• Q 10 9 8

y> A 10 9 4
0 K 10 9 4

\/0 A6 3

+AK5

.876432

WEST

NORTH

EAST

1y>

Dble
Dble

2\/

2+

3\/
No
No
No
West led +ito the King. The
2 of diamonds was returned and
West gave it some thought before
going wrong and inserting the 9.
East returned a club and West
played a second spade-too late.
+IO was led and run, a third club
ruffed and a diamond played to
the Queen and King. West now
had to set up a diamond winner
for declarer or else give up a
trump trick.
In the other room the defence
took their six tricks easily enough;
they never had a chance to go
wrong.
Here he is in action again.
(see next page)
With a game and part-score of
60, East dealt and bid Three
·Diamonds, South Three . Hearts,
and West passed. North raised to
Four and West led 09.
Those who automatically play
the 10 from dummy will find
themselves automatically going
one down, when East switches to
Ace and another club. In. prac-

If you hear people .say of a
player that to look at him you
can never tell whether he is going
to make the contract or go four
down, you can take it that he
frequently makes contracts in
which he should be going four
down. He is a pr~ckly opponent.
His opponents keep finding themselves faced with awkward decisions. Here he is, out on a limb
as usual.

.9

SOUTH

SOUTH

+AK3
\/KQ762
0 Q2
• Q J 10
29

South was in 3NT after the
bidding:

NORTH

+Q
\/17542
0 K 1 10 3
+ 110 6
WEST

EAST

+A 109762
\? 9 8

\/3

09
+Q9 8 4

NORTH

I+
2\/
3+
No

• 15 4

SOUTH

+ K8 3
\?A K Q 10 6

- 0 '4

+ K 7 53

+1

tice, the awkward man played low
from dummy and West, at a loss,
cashed the Ace of spades and
gave away the contract.
Although declarer is generally
reckoned to have the edge on the
defence, some declarers find the
edge curiously blunted.

·-

NORTH

\?Q9876
0 10 54
K Q 10 6 5

"Enough of this," I can hear
the real stpdents of the game
saying. · "Let us have a hand bid
and played by the Master himself." Very well.
(see next page)

+

EAST

• {10 7 4
\? 2'
OAK862
873

+98652
\? K 1 10 54

+

2NT
3NT

The awkward man led \/2 to
the 10 and Ace and two rounds of
clubs were played. East returned .
a diamond, on which South carelessly and West hopefully played
low, to allow dummy's 10 to. win.
Another diamond went to the
King and after cashing the Ace,
West played +8. Declarer had
thoughtfully retained
in hand,
so he had the option of either
winning in dummy and conceding two hearts, or winning in
hand and conceding a .spade and
a heart. "Terrible play," you will
say. Agreed; but with the cards
lying as they are, is there any
other defence which could give
declarer the chance of going down?

OAQ87652
+A2

WEST

SOUTH

07

We · were not vulnerable, our
opponents were, and both sides
had a part-score of sixty. My
partner, East, dealt and bid One
Heart. South passed and I, of
course, bid One Spade, North

+A2

SOUTH

+AKQ3
\?A 3
0 Q 19 3
194

+
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nents are imaginative, give them
something to use their imagination on, such as my Five Diamond
bid on the following hand.

NORTH

• Q6 5
\? K Q 8
() 10 7 2
+AQ84

South dealer
Love all

- EAST

WEST

• 10 8 7
\?4
()9843
K 10 7 6 2

+

NORTH

+ A43
\?A J 10 7 5
() K Q 6
93

+

K62
\?19542
() 9 3
J 10 2

+

+

SOUTH

+K J 9 2

\?9632
()A J 5
.• J 5

WEST

EAST

+A98743
\?AQ

• Q J 10 5
\?3

()4

()AKQ52

·-

+A 9 8 6

+ 7 53

SOUTH

doubled, and my partner bid Two
Spades. South dithered and finally passed.
The play was not uninteresting.
()2 went to the Queen and Ace
and South led the Jack of clubs.
North took two club tricks and
on the third club dummy discarded a diamond. South ruffed
and returned a diamond to dummy, giving declarer his first trick.
Ace of hearts and a ruff, diamond
ruff, heart ruff, and Ace of
trumps made six tricks. You can
see what happens if West passes
on the first round: 1NT from
North-and after that the deluge
if East-West stick their necks
out again.
My last example is to encourage
timid souls who dread playing
against highly expe~t and imaginative players. If your oppo-

\? K 10 8 7 6
() J 10 8 7 6
+KQ4

SOUTH

WEST

6.

NORTH

EAST

2\?
4.
1\?
I+
5()
Dble
No
No
No
I suppose that it was too much
to hope that North would lead a
club on this bidding but even so
the contract was unmakeable.
East and West embarked on a
furious wrangle ovJr the bidding
which was much too good to be
interrupted by me; in any case I
was then a very young player and
they were highly expert.
Personally, I thought West's a
brilliantly reasoned call which
deserved to succeed but I never
got a chance of saying so.
31

Hands from the Spring Foursomes

Mrs. Markus v. _Harrison-Gray
Love all

South dealer

• 19 6
'::} 10 54
<)J742
• J65

/

+A

• Q84

7- 2
'::} K Q ' 7 3
0 A.
.10,7432

'::}9862
<> 9 53

.AK8

+

K 10 53
'::}A J
<) K Q 10 8 6

.Q9
Room 1
,SOUTH
Reese

10
lNT
No
No
No

WEST
Gray
No
No
No ·

2\/
No

NORTH
Schapiro

1\/
No

20
No
No

Room 2
SOUTH

EAST
Rockfelt
No
Dble
No

J.

Sharples

NORTH . EAST
WEST
R. •
Mrs.
Mrs .
Gordon Sharples Markus

1+
Dble

' 10

3+

Redble

2+
3\/
4\/

No
No
No
No

No

2\/
4+

No
No
No
No
<)K Jed. 10 tricks. 420 to.E-w:

O Qled. 9 tricks. 110 to E-W.

This was the semi-final match in the Provost Cup, the principal event of the
E.B.U. Spring Congress. It was a close and well-played match and Mrs. Markus
won by 6 i.m.p.s.
'
Room 1. ·Harrison-Gray attempted to expose Schapiro's psychic· by bidding
;wo Hearts over Two Diamonds, but the situation was somewhat obscure and ·
Rockfelt preferred to bid his 5-card suit. In the play the obvious four triCks were
lost.
..
Room 2. The bidding was opened out of turn by East and condoned by South.
This made it easy for E-W to locate their heart fit and they pushed all the way to
game. Four Hearts can always be made if declarer takes the right views, but in
practice it would frequently be defeated by a tight defence.
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by£Ronald Crown

Mrs. Markus v. Hiron
East-West vulnerable

North dealer

+A K 10 3

\/9
0 J 10 4 3
• A Q 10 7

• Q7 2

• 86
'V Q 53
0 8 52
• 1(9 8 6 2

'VA K 10 8 7 2
0 AQ9

.K

• J 9 54
'V J 6 4
0 K 76
• 54 3
Room 1
SoUTH

Reese

No
No

WEST
NoRTH EAST
Barbour Schapiro Swinnerton-Dyer
No
1+
Dble
No
No

\Vl3 led. 7 tricks. 140 toN-S.

Room2
SOUTH
Dormer

WEST
Mrs.
Markus

No
Dble
Redble No
3NT
No
No
+K led. , 9 tricks. 600

NORTH
Hi ron
1+
No
1(>
No

EAST
Mrs . .
Gordon
No
No
No
No

to E-W.

This was the final of the Provost Cup, which Hiron's team had reached undefeated.
(The conditions of the tournament are that a tea~ has to suffer two defeats before
it is eliminated; at the semi-final stage Mrs. Markus and Harrison-Gray had each
lost one match, so they played each other for entry to the final.) At this crucial
stage, however, Hiron's team lost form and Mrs. Markus won easily by 51 i.m.p.
Room 1. The auction was soon over. Swinnerton-:Oyer decided that the best
chance of a plus score was to defend One Club doubled. In fact this could not be
defeated.
Room 2. Holding some values, Dormer saw no reason to play in a suit which
was obviously breal\ing badly and ~e made an ill-starred attempt ~o improve
matters. Mrs. Markus assumed that South was weaker than he was and therefore
made the good practical bid of 3NT. This should have been defeated by careful
defence but at trick 2 Hiron switched to a low diamond instead of a high one, and
after that there was no escaping the end play.
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~elow

we reproduce the February problems

Problem No. 1 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:, SOUTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
1\?
No
20
No
2\?
No
2•
?
South holds:.JlO \?KQ10865 OAQ4 +03.
What should South bid?
Problem No. 2 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:SoUTH
WEsT
No
No
No
2+
2.
?
-South holds:•743 \?8 OA087 +109752.
What should South bid?

Prablem No. 5 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, North-South vuln~rable, the bidding has gone:-SouTH
WEsT
NoRTH EAST
No
1+
No
1•
1NT
No
3\?
No
?

South holds:•AlO \?K104 ()KJ86 +0976.
What should South bid?
Problem No. 6 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST . NoRTH EAST
1•
Dble
Rdble
No
No
1NT
Dble
2\?
No
No
?
South holds:•97 \?964 _ ()AJ52 "'AJ64.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 3 (20 points)
Problem No. 7 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, the biddlng has
Match-point pairs, East-West vulnerable, the bidding has gone: --gone:NORTH EAST
SOlJTH
SouTH
WEsT
NoRTH EAsT
No
No
1+
2+
2.
?
?
South holds:South holds:.K \?5 OA0109762 +Q1054.
' · ·104 <ytAJ8754 OA +0543.
What should South bid,
(a) What should South bid'?
(a) If North-South only are vulner(b) What should South bid if East
able?
had bid Three Spades instead of Two
(b) If East-West only are vulnerable?
Spades?
Problem No. 4 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
1\?
2NT
No
No
No
No
3\?
4+
?
South holds:+k0987 \?KJlO ()8642 +5.
What should South bid?

1.

Problem No. 8 (10 points)
I.M.P. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:NORTH EAST
SouTH
WEST
1\?
3NT
4\?
2\?
No
No
Dble
No
No
No
South holds:•A32 \?5 ()874 +AJ10976.
What should South lead?
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The Space Race
Midland news by A. HUTCHINSON

Let's consult the oracle's again.
In The Acol System Today we
are advised to make border-line
non-vulnerable overcalls when
they will deprive the enemy of
bidding space.

Bidding is, of course, a very
controversial subject, but it seems
to me that the fault in this
sequence could be South's first ·
bid of One Spade. His· partner
will expect more in high cards if
this bid is to be followed by
Three Spades. Is this not a case
when South should bid an immediate
pre-emptive
Three
Spades? North would certainly
pass then.

Now consider this deal from
the 'semi-final of the Warwickshire
Pairs Championship:-

··NoRTH

v Q J 10 8 6

OAQ865
• K 10 3

WEST

EAST

• A964
7 54 2

v K93

v

07

.AQ74

When the board reached us,
partner opened One Heart but in
this case East, Mrs. G. Gardiner,
competed with Two Diamonds.
This meant that, in order to preempt, I shouldnowhaveto bid Four
Spades, which I was not prepared
to do, so Two Spades it had to
be. Partner in turn was robbed
of her natural diamond re-bid
and decided to bid Three Hearts,
after which I bid Three Spades.
Here again, in my view, the
bidding should cease, but partner
tried 3NT and, rightly or wrongly,
I felt that Four Spades must be
better. Now East's intervention
had another effect, for West,
having heard his partner bid, had
no hesitation in doubling and,
like · everybody else, down we
went.

• K8

0 K 10 9 3 2
• J85

SOUTH

• Q J 10 7 53 2

vA

0 J4
. 9 62
In practically all cases the final
contract was Four Spades by
South, going two down. North
opened One Heart and, with silent
opponents, the bidding in some
cases was:
NORTH

1\7

20
3NT
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.

On examining . the travelling
score sheet, partner immediately
spotted that one pair had made
3NT doubled! Useless for me to
point out that considerable help
from the defence must have been
given and that, had she not
· ignored the gypsy's warning, we
could have played in Three Spades
undoubled for a second top. 3NT
had been made, but Hutchinson
had gone on to Four Spades .and,
worse still, was the only mug 'to
get himself doubled. Lonesome
me.
' Alone out of sixteen pairs, one
of our promising young combinations, George Bara and Douglas
Dargan, bid the following deal to
Six Diamonds:NoRTH

.9

• A 10 6
\) Q J 10 7 2
(> Q 8 2
4t K J

WEST

EAST

\)A984
(> J 4
.976532

.Q7543
\) K 53
(> 9 7
• Q 10 8

\

on the hand, guessed wrongly and
went down.
He had missed a negative
inference. Since West had not led
a top. heart and East had nqt
made a Lightner double, it was
likely that the. missing heart
honours were divided. Certainly
West could not hold both, · and
George could have given himself
an extra chance.
The first tricks should be taken
by the Ace in the closed hand and,
tn;~mps drawn in two rounds
finishing with the Queen in dummy. ·Then follows \)Q. It is
unlikely that East will play the
King but, if he does so, a spade
finesse will still be available. If
West takes the heart, his club
return js taken in dummy and
\)J is led. No matter what East
does, · there are sufficient entries
to dummy to set up two tricks,
permitting spades to be . discarded from the closed hand.,
Which brings me to a little
bidding problem which I would
like to see put , to the 100 Up
panel. Third . in hand after two
passes, what do you do with this
collection:
+432 \)432 (>432 .5432.
What? You pass? But if you .
follow the advice of some writers
you would pass holding all thir- '
teen spades. Surely it is illogical
to make the same bid with two
such different hands?

SOUTH

• K J82
\)6
(>A K 10 6 53
.A4
At first sight, after a club lead,
- suceess seemed to depend on
finding the spade lady. Bara,
unable to get a sufficient count
36

East-West

- Now, I have -a theory .. What
you should do with a balanced
Yarborough, I think, ,is to . . .
Oh, no! Why didn't someone
tell me. "Z-cars" has started.

1. Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Armstrohg
2. Mrs. Beale and B. 'Woods
G. S. Moffat and D. Valley
3.~ R. F. Chamberl<¢in and D . V.
Jones .
5. Mrs. M. Davies and Mrs. E. Dixon-Green
6. V. J . Garrod and I. R. Plummer
7. Mrs. Townsend and E. Foste{
8. L. Douce and P. Millar.
Ah, well-tomorrow is also a day.

I

l

Qualifiers for the Final
North-South
1. N. Dann and N : Watkinson
2. J. T. Chapman and M.A. Porter
3. L. Levey and J. Twine
4. Mrs. G. Gardiner and F. C. Keates
5. P. 0. S. Johnson and H. Steier
6. K. Robinson and E. Wilkinson
7. Mrs. M. Frost and Mrs. D.
Hewson
8. A. C. Keey and E. G. Wilcox
• • • • So

The Final
This resulted in a convincing win for
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Armstrong.
Runners-up: J. T. Chapinan and M.
A. Porter.

,

WE 1-L. PUT IT lo OUR PANEL,

W~O

ONE.

/

SoMEBODY$ GO\

A F'lS\fOL-, E.H 1 OLl>
MAN'?
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SPADE.

DirectOry of E.B.U. Affiliated

Clubs
BERKSHIRE
READING BRIDGE CLUB. 35 Jesse Terrace,
Reading. Tel. Readmg 52136. Hon. S~.
C. T. Holloway. · Stakes 3d. Partnership.
first Saturday Evening each month, 1st and 3rd
Tuesday afternoon each month, and every
Thursday evening. Duplicate every Monday
evening.
HANTS
BOURNEMOUTH, GROVE ROAD BRIDGE CLUBEast Cliff Cottage, 57 Grove Road, Bournemouth 24311. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Moss. Stakes
3d. Partnership, .Thurs. and Sat. aft., Sun.
evening. Duplicate, 1st Wed., 3rd Fri.
SOUTHAMPTON, SUTHERLAND BRIDGE CLUB2 Rocks tone Place. Tel.: 25291 or 73656. Hon.
Sec., Mrs. Cahalan. Stakes _2d. Partnership_:
Tues. eve. and Wed. aft. Cut•m: Mon. and Fn.
aft., Thurs. and Sat. eve. Duplicate: 3rd Mon.
eve. (Sept. to May).
WESSEX CLUB-Lindsay Manor, Lindsay
Road Bournemouth.
'Westbourne 640341.
Hon. 'sec., The Secretary. Stakes 6d . and ~d.
Partnership, 6d. Mon. aft: and Wed: evenmg
2d. Partnership Tues. alt: and F_nd~y aft.
Duplicate 1st, 2nd and 4th Fnday evenmg m each
month.
HERTS
HODDESDON BRIDGE CLUB-High Street,
Hoddesdon.
Hoddesdon 3813.
Hon. Sec.
W. Lamport. Stakes 3d. Partnership, .a lternate
Wed. afternoons. Duplicate, Tues. evenmg.
ISLE OF WIGHT
SHANKLIN, CRAIG MORE BRIDGE ~LUB-Howard
Road, Shanklin, I.W. Shanklm 2~40. Hon.
Sec., J. S. Danby. Stakes 2d. Duplicate Mon.
(Oct. to May). Partnership, Tues.

KW'~T KENT CLun-12 Boyne Park, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent. Tunbridge Wells 21513. Hon.
Sec., R,. H. Corbett. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Pa:tnership, Mon. and Wed. 6d., Wed. and Fn. 3d.
Duplicate, 1st and 3rd Sat. (2.15).
SmcuP-Sidcup Bridge Club, Sidcup Golf
Club, Hurst Road, Sidcup .. Hon. Sec., Mrs .
W. Davis, 24 Carlton Road, Stdcup. ~clephone:
FOO 1868. Stakes 3d. Partnershtps Mon.,
Wed ., Fri. Duplicate Mon., Wed.
L1_~v~~POOL-Liverpool Bridge Club, 22 Upper
Duke Street, Liverpool. Tel.: Royal 81 ~0.
Hon. Sec., Mrs. H. T. Hale.wood. Partners~tps
Tue., Fri. afternoon. Duphcate Mon. evenmg.

L~~~~:SLAM BRIDGE CLUB-21 Craven Hill,
W.2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes 1/- and 2/-.
Partnership Evenings Monday~ and Thursdays.
Visitors welcome. Bounty pa1rs (£25) Weekly
Tuesdays. Bounty Individual (£20) 2nd Sunday

afternoons. TUITION.
MAYFAIR BRIDGE STUDJ0-110 Mount Street
W.l. (2nd floor). GRO 2844. Hon. Sec., Mrs
H. Ponting. Stakes 1/- and 6d. Partnership Sun.
Wed. evenings 6d .• Mon. afternoon 6d. Duplicate
pairs 1st and 3rd Thursday evenings 7.30, 2nd and
4th Sun . afternoons, teams 2nd and 4th Sat. evenings. Tuition by G. C. H . Fox.
STUDIO BRIDGE CLUB-18a Queens Way,
Bayswater, W.2. Tel.: Bay 5749. Hon. Sec.,
Mrs. H. Pearce. Stakes 2/-, If- and 6d. Partnership .Mon. and Fri. evenings.
MIDDLESEX
HIGHGATE BRIDGE CLun-80 Highgate West
Hill, N.6. MOU 3423. Hon. Sec., Mrs. Osborn.
Stakes 2d. Partnership Wed. afternoon, Friday
and Saturday evenings.
NOTTINGHAM
NOITINGHAM BRIDGE CLUB-401 Mansfield
Road, Nottingham 65995. (Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Hammond.) Half way house for Sul'Jday matches.
Duplicate Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday 7 p.m.
SURREY
HEATH BRIDGE CLUB.-The Heath, Weybridge. Weybridge 4362Q. Hon .,sec. C. G. Ainger.
Always open. Visitors welcome. Stakes 3d.
Partnership Tues . aft. , Fri. aft. Duplicate Mon.
and Thurs. eve. Tuition available.
SUSSEX
HORSHAM BRIDGE CLUB-Secretary, Mrs. M.
E. Binney, Horsham 4921 or 2078. Partnership
Wed. and Fri. afternoons, Sun. evenings Cut-in
Mon ., Thurs., Sa t. afternoons Duplicate Tues.
evenings Chess Club Mon. evenings Stakes 3d.
BoG NOR CLun-2 Sudley Rc;>ad, Bognor Regis·
(Bridge section). Cutin, Mon., Tues . . Thurs., Fri.
and Sat. afternoons . Fri. evening. Partnershjp
Wed. afternoon and Tues. evening. Duplicate,
the first Tues. aftetpoonin each month. Stakes 3d.
·WHITEHALL RESIDENTIAL BRIDGE . CLUB11/12 Howard Square, Eastbourne, Eastbourne
4544. Sec. Miss J. Fidler. Stakes 2d.' and 3d.
Partnership, Tues. and Fri.. aft., Wed. and Sat.
.evening. Duplicate Sunday.
WARWICKSiiiRE
HEATHERCROFr BRIJ:)GE CLUB-2 Pebble Mill
Road, Birmingham 5. SEL!y Oak 0448. Stakes
3d. to 1/-. Cut-in or Partnership every aft. and
eve. Duplicate Sun. eve., Moo. aft., and as
desired by Members. Visitors welcome.
YORKS
LEEDS BRIDGE CLUB LTD.-Moortown Corner
House, Leeds 17. Leeds 681571. Hon. Sec.,
Mr. R. Dorsey. Duplicate, Tues. and Thurs.
Visitors Welcome. Open each day until midnight
except Friday. Rubber Bridge every night.

Would yoli like particulars of your club (address, telephone,
hon. sec., stakes, partnership days, duplicate days) to be
listed in this Directory every month? If so, please write to
our Advertisement Manager (see address on page 5) for very
reasonable terms.
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Develop · Your Bidding
. Judgment
by TERENCE REESE (The Oak Tree Press, London, 2ls.)
Reviewed by Alan Biron
No bidding system could ever
hope to cater ~or all the possible
situations that can arise in competitive bidding. In this department of the game players have
only their experience and judgment to fall back on, and little
about these elpsive qualities could
be learnt from books. At least,
not until Develop Your Bidding
Judg~nent was written.
In this new book Terence
Reese uses the approach that was
so successful in Play Bridge ·With
Reese. Considering a difficult
bidding problem, he marshals his
thoughts logically and sets them
down for the reader to follow.
In the presentation of each of the
75 problems given in the book the
same format is used. First, the
· general situation at the table is
explained: not only the dry information about the hand in
question and the bidding so far,
but pertinen,t comments on the
other players present at the table ·
("My partner at rubber bridge is
an enterprising bidder but not a
rash one"). Next, all feasible bids
are tabulated and the reader may
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make his ·own selection. Each of
these bids is now examined m
detail and marks (out of ten) are
awarded for each alternative.
Finally, in a paragraph entitled
"Reflections on the Bidding",
conclusions are drawn.
As to the hands themselves,
many have been derived from the
Bridge World's Masters Solvers'
Club and still more from the
British Bridge World feature, One
Hundred Up. For this reason the
book had a particular fascination
for me. At last I could gain some
insight into a panelist's mind as
he struggled with the sort of
awkward problem that conductors of bidding competitions try to
set! Anyway, I'm quite sure that
I have learnt from it a great deal
about the correct principles to
follow in competitive bidding.
No player of bridge, at any
level, could fail to benefit from
even a casual glance at Develop
Your Bidding Judgrnent, while the
serious student will be delighted
at the opportunity of improving
his game in a way 'which was
previously uncharted.

A .~ Short Cut to
·Bridge
by ALFRED SHEINWOLD
(Herbert-Jenkins, London, 13s. 6d.)
Reviewed by Albert Dormer
Alfred Sheinwold has strong . technical exposition (Fiow to
claims to be reckoned the leading Double by Ear, False Bridge
.figure in the American bridge Notions, A Kibitzer's Paradise,
scene and he has won prominence etc.) and the promise is entirely
by brilliant writing and sustained fulfilled. He has a remarkable
success in tournament play. His ability to present good bridge
. latest book is a collection of 100 with such bite and humour that
good hands, told in the bubbling, the reader's inter~st never flags. ·
colourful Sheinwold style. A I can't imagine any bridge player
glance at the sub-headings tells not /liking this book, which is also
you to expect more than just a well set out.

One Hundred Up
Conducted by ALAN HIRON

March Competition
A panel of experts will answer the questions and the marking of-the
co~petition will be determined by, though not necessarily in strict
proportion to, ·the votes of the panel.
The following prizes are offered for the best sets of answers:FIRST PRIZE
Two Guineas.

SECOND AND THIRD PRIZES
One Guinea.

Please read these rules carefully. No competitor may send in more
than one entry. Only annual subscribers to the B.B.W. are eligible
for prizes.
Answers should' be sent to One Hundred Up, British Bridge World,
35 Dover Street, London, W.l, to arrive not later than first post on
·
April 1. Some latitude will be given to overseas competitors.
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Problem No. 5 (10 points)
I.m.p. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:NORTH EAST
SouTH
WEST
No
1\/
No
20
?
South holds:+7 \/AK7643 0 K92 +KQ5.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 1 (10 points)
- Match-point pairs, love all, the
bidding has gone:NoRTH EAST
SouTH
WEsT
Rdble
I\/
Dble
No
No
No
2\/
?
South holds::.+A6 \/KQ984 . 0 K72 +K53.
What should South bid?

I+

Problem No. 6 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, East-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEsT
NoRTH EAST
No
3\/
· No
3+
No
?
South holds:+4 \/AJ108765 OAQ +AKJ.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 2 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, East-West vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEsT
NoRTH EAST
1+·
Dble ·
No
No
?
South holds:+AJ942 \/10 O AK53 +AK7.
What should South bid?

I+

Problem No. 3 (10 points)
I.m.p. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:NORTH EAST
SouTH
WEST
lNT
I+
No
No
Dble
No
20
?
South holds:+AJlO \/ AK4 O QJ2 +K943.
What should South bid?

Problem No. 7 (20 points)
I.m.p. scoring; North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEsT
NoRTH · EAST
No
2+
No
20
No
2+
No
3+
?
Soutl{ holds:+AK765 \/AQJ5 O AQ +K4.
(a) Do you agree with South's bid of
Two Spades? If not, what alternative
do you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?

Problem No. 4 (20 points)
I.m.p. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:NORTH EAST
SouTH
WEsT
No
50
2+
20
No .
No
No
5\/
?
South holds:+AQJ865 \/AK O A +A1092.
• (a) Do you agree with South's pass
to Five Diamonds? If not, what alternative do you prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?

Problem No. 8 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, East-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEsT
NoRTH EAST
I\/
No
2+
No
30
No
3\/
No
4NT
3+
No
No
5NT
No
6NT
No
No
No
South holds:+097 \/32 O Q872 +K953.
East's 4NT is the Culbertson 4- 5.
What should South lead?

I+
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One Hundred · Up
Conducted by ALAN HIRON
February solutions: If you did not enter for the February competition, try your
hand at the problems on page 34 before reading how the experts voted.
The panel for the February competition consisted of the following eleven
experts: K. Barbour, A. Dormer, Mrs.
R. Markus, J. Nunes, T. Reese, D.
Rimington, J. Sharples and N. Smart,
all of London and the Home Counties;
H. · Pilarski of Amsterdam; C. E.
Phillips of Cheshire; and P. SwinnertonDyer of Cambridge.
Problem No. 1 (10 points)
I.m.p. scoring, North-South
able, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH
1\?
No
2(>
2\?
No
2•

On the other hand, convinced that
Three Clubs would be conventional, but
still plumping for direct methods:DoRMER: "Four Diamonds. The
alternative is Three Clubs, exploring for
3NT, but the descriptive quality of the
straightforward value call is too good to
miss. Since Four Diamonds shows
good three-card diamond support, it
also hints at fair six-card hearts, for
otherwise we might have raised diamonds on the fir~t round."
For a definitive argument as to why
Three Clubs should be conventional we
have:-

vulnerEAST
No
No

?

South holds:•no \?KQ10865 OAQ4 +Q3.
What should South bid?
Answer: Four Diamonds, 10; Three
Clubs, 7; 3NT, 3.
The panel's vote: 6 for Four Diamonds; 4 for Three Clubs (Barbour,
Sharples, Nunes and Swinnerton-Dyer);
1 for JNT (Reese).
Four Diamonds would seem to be. the
value call but some panelists had misgivings about taking the auction past
the 3NT level. The only ch~ar-cut alternative was Three Clubs, but this bid
appears to be capable of two interpretations.

SwiNNERTON-DYER: "Three Clubs.
Classically trained bidders will regard
this as a sign-off showing a weak sixfour hand. I cannot see the advantage
of a bid which tells the opponents that
you are weak and that the hands do
not fit, so I useThree Clubs as a normal
fourth-suit bid showing that I have some
values but do not know where to go.
These values cannot include a respectable club holding, as I would then have
bid_ no tt:unips, and hence the Three
Club bid is forcing. Now if partner bids
Three Hearts I have enough to bid
Four Hearts; if he bids Three Diamonds then my points in hearts are not
ideal and Four Diamonds will be enough.

SMART: "Four Diamonds, the value
bid. A bid of Three Clubs here would
- not, .according to the authorities, be
conventional as on the sequence South
might well possess five-car.d clubs."

"My second preference is for Four
Diamonds; but this by-passes 3NT and
may not extract a heart preference on
xx. Three Clubs wiH do this, as it
primarily asks f<?r preference."
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PILARSKI: "Four Clubs. If NorthSouth have a club loser then 3NT will
be too difficult, but Five Clubs will still
stand a chance. A bid of Three Diamonds would show a different type of
hand (2-2-6-3 with weak diamonds)
and North may pass it."
I seem to remember a similar con- ·
troversy during the learned Editor's
tenure of office as 100 Up conductor.
On that occasion South held something
like .Kxx 'Vxx O xxx +KQ98x and
the question was, what should he bid
in the following situation:

Very logical, for a modern bidder, but
I am reluctantly impelled 1o strike a
discordant note here. I don't even
begin to acc~pt that Three Clubs
is more likely to encourage partner to
give heart preference on small doubleton thim is Four Diamonds. As
Dormer has suggested, the latter bid
strongly implies a six-card heart suit,
whereas not even Swinnerton-Dyer
claims the same for Three Clubs. The
remaining possibility is:REESE: "3NT. Though one looks
foolish occasionally, I am convinced
that one should place trust in Qx on
these occasions when partner is likely
to hold Axx or Kxx. In any event,
opponents often lead a spade or a
diamond after such bidding. Of course,
the chitterlings who play only duplicate
won't think of this call."
Problem No. 2 (10 points)
I.m.p. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:r

a

SouTH
No
2+

NORTH
1+
2NT

1.

NORTH
2NT
Dormer proposed a trial bid of Three
Clubs, and ih reply to the suggestion
that this would be a sign-off he remarked, rhetorically, " What a way to
arrive at a contract of Three Clubs."
I think I sympathise: with the philosophy underlying that remark. New
suits at the Three level shouldn't be
reserved as final resting places. It is
charitable to assume that in general a
partnership will get around to mentioning its best suit before the Three level.
Therefore, in the current problem, I
don't agree with Pilarski. Three Diamonds should be a forward move, and
by telling partner that we have good
diamonds it warns him that our clubs
are not so hot. That could.be important.
SHARPLES: "Three Diamonds. For
no trumps to be successful we shall
probablyhave to run our tricks quickly
and partner may be relying on us for a
top club. Three Diamonds warns him
that out hand may not be suitable."
Yes, I think Three Diamonds is the
bid. By showing good diamonds, we
tell partner that any high club not in his
hand is missing.

No

?

South holds:+743 'V8 O AQ87 +109752.
What should South-bid ?

Answer: Three Diamonds, 10; Four
Clubs, 4; Five Clubs, 3.
The panel's vote: 8 for Three Diamonds; 2 for Four Clubs (Pilarski and
Nunes); 1 ·for Five Clubs (Smart).
South had plenty in reserve for his
Two Club bid and he must now loosen
up. Quantitatively, Four Clubs is
about right but it has the disadvantage
of taking the bidding past 3NT and does
not tell partner where the values lie.
More descriptive ·is the popular choice
of Three Diamonds, but Pilarski raises
an objection to that. ·
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Problem No. 3 (20 points)

Match-point pairs,_ the bidding has
gone:SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
No
No
1+
?
South holds:---:
+K \/5 O AQ109762 +01054.
What should South bid,
(a) If North-South only are vulnerable?
(b) If East-West only are vulnerable?
Answer to (a): Two Diamonds, 10;
Three Diamonds, 8; No Bid, 5.
The panel's vote: 5 for Two Diamonds;
4 for Three Diamonds (Mrs. Markus,
Reese, Smart and Phillips); 2 for No
Bid (Barbour and Sharples).
All the panelists have one thing in
common here: astonishment that the
question should ever have been posed.
REESE: "Three Diamonds. Another
of those amazing calls we are sometimes
asked to discover."
Phillips, while choosing Three Diamonds, predicts that this will be a high
enough bid to discourage' competition
in hearts. This fear is 'Something that
the Two Diamond bidders will have to
live with, and it caused Barbour to take
' an uncharacteristic position.
BARBOUR: "No Bid. Of course the
hand is good enough to compete, but it
would seem that we can be outbid in
at least one of the majors. Two Diamonds, the only bid at this vulnerability,
makes it too easy for the opponents to
reach a playable heart contract."
Why ' 'it would seem" thus, I don't
kriow. Maybe we can be outbid and
maybe we can't.
SWINNERTON-DYER: "Two Diamonds. ·
Too_good for this really, but what else
can I do? Unlikely that the bidding will
die-West or North wil1 certainly
scrape up Two Hearts. If I am to make a

fancy bid it should be 3NT, because
going a lot down is likely to be no
worse than going one down; and I am ·
more likely to make 3_NT than Four
Diamonds."
I can't wait for you to write a book.
Suggested title: "1,001 Unusual Alibis."
Answer to (b): Two or Three Diamonds, 10; Four Diamonds, 7.
The panel's vote: 4 for Two Diamonds;
4 for Three Diamonds (Phillips, Sharples,
Smart ~nd Reese); 3 for Four Diamonds
(Mrs. Markus, Barbour and Swinnerton-Dyer).
Here, of course, the favourable
vulnerability makes it safer to try to
shut out hearts.
SWINNERTON-DYER:
"_Four
Diamonds. Just for variety: but this time
I want to get out for one or two down,
to stop them competing."
MRS. MARKUS: "Four Diamonds. A
semi pre-empt to make it difficult for
West to show his heart suit"
Had you held another small d·i amond
or a void heart we should, no doubt,
have been treated to a full pre-empt.
I have more sympathy with Four
Diamonds than the marks. suggest.
Problem No. 4 (10 points)

Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:SouTH
WEsT
NORTH EAST
No
1\/
No
2NT
No
No
No
4+

South's Three Hearts was, of course,
forcing. Four Hearts might be a better
.c ontract than 3NT, particularly if
North has' a five-card heart suit.
Looking at it from North's point of
view, however, ' the Three Heart bid
could also be the prelude to a slam try.
North doesn't know how .strong his
partner is. So an intelligent North will
.allow for the possibility of a slam (on
.suitable hands) by a cue bid such as
Four Clubs. This says, "I accept your
invitation to play in hearts. If you are
.after a slam I can co-operate; I am full
value for my earlier bids and I have the
Ace of clubs."
Bearing in mind that such is the
message of Four Clubs, South now has
to decide whether to play along or to
sign off in game.
PHILLIPS: "Four Hearts. There could
be a slam if partner has the right cardsin particular, no duplication in clubs.
The objection to Five Clubs or Five
Hearts - is that we may already be too
high if partner holds, say +Jx \? AQxxx
OQJx +AKJ."
I would say that that hand is not rich
enough in controls to justify a Four
Club bid in the first place.
SwiNNERTON-DYER: "Four Hearts.
Surely I am not meant to visualize a
slam once partner has shown good
dubs."
Perhaps I am being obtuse this
month, but why does Four Clubs show
"good" clubs? Is it not correct, on
suitable hands, to cue bid your lowestranking control, even if it exists in a
suit such as Axxx or Axx?
Other cautious panelists were not prepared to give reasons for their failm:e
to continue, but Barbour and Nunes
made it a very close decision. Three
•
panelists liked the hand.

SHARPLES: "Five Hearts. Borderline,
but of the bids available this is the one
which is likely to prove most helpful.
Apart from denying a diamond control
the bid emphasizes the 'quality of the
heart support and shows a hand which
is distributionally suited for slam
purposes."
REESE: "Five Hearts. This hand can
easily play for Six, even though the
points may not be there.. One can
imagine partner with +Ax \?AQxxx
and controls 'in the minors."
But even then partner may need a 3-3
spade break to make Six Hearts.
Filarski chose Four Spades with a
view to showing the quality of his suit,
but perhaps the go<;>d heart support is
more likely to interest partner.
Problem No. 5 (10 ·points)

I.m.p. scoring, North-South
able, the bidding has gone:SouTH
WEST
NoRTH
1+
No
1+
1NT
No
3\?

vulner,£AST
No
No

?

South holds:+A10 \?K104 O KJ86 +0976.
What should South bid?
Answer: Three Spades, 10; 3NT, 10;
Four Hearts, 8.
The panel's vote: 4 for Three Spades;
4 for 3NT (Barbour, Phillips, Smart and
Sharples); 3 for Four Hearts (Dormer,
Reese and Rimington).
A present to .competitors-whatever
bid they chose will earn them high
marks. A few panelists cavilled at being
constrained to open One Club:
DORMER: "Four Hearts. Why did I
open with a bid which ensured that I
should never be able to mention my
best suit? As it is, one must support
partner. It would be childishly naive to
continue in no trumps, thinking that
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your One Club bid will stop them
leading clubs."
RIMINGTON: "Four Hearts. Too much
in partner's suits to insist on 3NT."
REESE: "Four Hearts. When this
hand came up at the table Jeremy Flint
maintained that Three Spades was the
bid, for some reason that will have to
be repeated for me."
Although Flint is not here to expound
in person, he has some distinguished
supporters to champion his cause:
NUNES: "Three Spades. It sounds as
though my partner has a singleton in one
of the minors and only four hearts."
Nunes must have an extremely
sensitive ear if he can snatch that
message (about only four hearts) out of
the ether. He goes on to say that with
5-5 in the majors North would necessarily have jumped to Four Hearts, but
those are not everyone's methods;
certainly not mine.

SwJNNERTON-DYER: "Three Spades.
Need not show three spades, merely a
depressing hand. If partner passes, we
are high enough already."
What's happened to Sunny Jim? It
is, after all , a sound opening bid, not
like some of the seaweed that P.S.D.
bids on, and it contains excellent cards
in partner's suit. There was one more
possibility:SHARPLES: " 3NT. Partner's Three
Heart bid is to cover the possibility of
my holding either three-card spade or
four-card heart support. I am rel~ctant
to give preference on a doubleton when
the texture of the minor suits does not
rule out no trumps."
BARBOUR: "3NT. Particularly when
the opening bid has been One Club.
Three Spades would either indicate
very weak diamonds or three spades."
For my money, 3NT any day of the
week but I'm not on the panel.

TERENCE
New Publication

11/DIVIlOP YOUR BIDDIN' JUD,MINT

75 tricky decisions in bidding, each presented in the same
style. First, the setting in which the problem arises. Then,
the Alternatives, listing the possible calls. Next, the Choice,
in which all bids are examined, a choice is made, and marks
are awarded to each of the alternatives. Finally, Reflections
on the Bidding, where tactical lessons are reviewed.

r~teea~:.~P~s
Trade Dept.: PRETORIA ROAD . LONDON
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Problem No. 6 (1 0 points)

REESE: "Two Spades. There is not
much left for partner to hold other than
fair spades. After this you can double
Three Hearts with a clear conscience.
To do~ble Two Hearts would be
horrible."
The other supporters of Two Spades,
Mrs. Markus and Phillips, made their
choice after registering a protest at the
redouble on the first round. Both prefer
natural bidding in spite of the adverse
double.
Exhibiting a restraint that is rarely in
evidence when he has his elbows on the
baize:BARBOUR: "No Bid. When fixed , stay
fixed. It would have been a good
decision to have passed lNT on the
previous round-you have advertised
this sort of point count and really have
not anything more to say."
PILARSKI: " No Bid. I do not think
'that I will score 700 with a doubleNorth could conceivably pass with a
singleton heart. For gambling, it is
better to try the football pools."
There is very real danger in passing.
The opponents may be forlornly bidding
away on old socks and hoping that
someone will do something silly. Partner has done nothing that would be
inconsistent with his holding a strong
hand.
A final thought:SwiNNERTON-DYER: "2NT. I have
not enough hearts to double, I do not
wish to support spades, and cannot bid
a suit of my own. But the best thing
might easily be to bid Two Spades or
even pass.:_doublecross though that
would be."
It's an interesting theory-that you
have no stop in hearts and so should
bid 2NT, but my rubber bridge partners
don't seem to scale these rarified
heights of logic.

Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

Rdble
Dble
?

No
2CV

No
No

••

EAST
Dble
lNT
No

South holds:+97 CV964 O AJ52 +AJ64.
What should South bid?
Answer: Double, 10; Two Spades, 8 ;
2NT, 5; No Bid, 5.
The panel's vote: 4 for Double ; 3 for
Two Spades (Mrs. Markus, Phillips and
Reese); 2 for 2NT (Rimington and
Swinnerton-Dyer); 2 for No Bid
(Pilarski and Barbour).
Defensive prospects look good. It
is likely that South's Aces are sitting
over East's Kings, and his shortage in
spades should match one in dummy.
Expressing the majority opinion:DORMER: "Double. North's pass is
forcing, in the same way as it would be
if West had bid Two Hearts immediately over the redouble. A penalty
double may win a bomb, since South
· can over-ruff dummy in spades. No
other call should be considered."
It is a pleasant little trick, sanctified
by tradition, for conductors to juxtapose
contradictory comments. Especia1ly if
the conflicting panelists are longestablished partners or co-authors. The
senior partner in the firm which gave us
The A col System Today is far 'from
sharing Dormer's slavering, predatory
expectations concerning the prospects
of a penalt~ double of Two Spades.
Mind you, I don't quite agree with his
first sentence, and I see no special
reason to suppose that partner's spades
can play opposite xx.
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choose from. Clearly the hand will play
well in clubs, but as this is a match-point
pairs contest we may be missing a more
rewarding heart contract. What about
bidding the hearts, then? That's O:K.
if partner can support us, but I would
not like to lay any money on p~rtner
treating Three Hearts as absolutely
forcing even on hands where there
would be an excellent play for Five
Clubs.
The supporters of Three • Hearts
realised the limitations of the call.
REESE: "Three Hearts. Very close
between Three Hearts, Four Hearts and
Five Clubs. Three Hearts will be all
right as long as there is another call
from somebody."
PHILLIPS: "Three Hearts. The future
development of this hand is uncertain
but for the moment it seems best to
show the six-card major, keeping .the
club raise in reserve."
. Direct raises in clubs to various levels
were also suggested:PILARSKI: "Three Clubs. This is a
terrible underbid but such tactics -often
pay in pairs. East-West are unlikely to
leave this call undisturbed."
I agree that you would be in a strong .
position to launch into Four Hearts if
the opponents did obligingly contest,
but they are vulnerabl'e and your hand
contains appreciable values. They are
not in business to help you to the right
contract, and I like Dormer's Five
Clubs better than either Three (which
strikes me as the underbid of · the
century) or the middle-of-the-road effort
advocated bf Barbour. (The author of
The Brave Old Days, incideptally, ·will
be delighted at the distinguished Falibre
of his proteges.)
BARBOUR: "Four Clubs. Partner
does not have t'o have a particularly

The Acol
System Today
by TERENCE REESE and.
ALBERT DORMER

'At long last there is a genuine '
classic on the Acol System . • •
A really outstanding book.'
Sunday Telegraph
'The best exposition of good bidding ever to appear in a book.'
Hy Lavinthal
ISs. net

Edward Arnold
41, Maddox Street, London, W .I

Problem No. 7 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, East-West vulnerable, the bidding has gone:-

SOUTH

WEST
1+

NORTH

2+

EAST

2+

?

South holds:+104 y>AJ8754 () A +0543.
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if East
had bid Three Spades instead of Two
Spades?
Answer to (a): Three Spades, 10;
Three ·Hearts, 9; Five Clubs, Four
Clubs or Three Clubs, 4.
The panel's vote: 4 for Three Spades;
4 for Three Hearts (Mrs. Markus,
Reese, Sharples and Swinnerton-Dyer);
1 for Five Clubs (Dormer); 1 for Four
Clubs (Barbour); 1 for Three Clubs
(Pilarski).
A large variety of conflicting ideas to
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.inspmng overcall at this vulnerability.
Anyone who bids hearts has been taking
Harry Ingram's fine series of articles
(The Brave Old Days) too seriously."
. The cue-bid in the opponents suit was
the most popular choice-and very
much in the modern style: not guaranteeing any measure of control in their suit
but establishing a forcing-to-game situation.
NuNEs: "Three Spades. If given the
opportunity I will follow this with a bid
of Four Hearts, which partner will take
back to Five Clubs if he has no heart
tolerance."
The other Three Spade bidders argue
in precisely the same way. Surely this
must be a better approach than to risk
the pitfalls of an immediate heart bid?

BARBOUR: "Five Clubs. Now Four _
Clubs would sound like a raise under
pressure and as there is a good chance
of the opponents going to Four Spades
anyho'w (over which we would feel
bound to bid .Five Clubs for safety
reasons) we should bid Five Clubs
directly. They might feel obliged to
press on with Five Spades."
Phillips suggests that as we may be
pushed ·to Five Clubs, it would be as
well to bid it confidently in order to
ward off doublers. 1 would certainly
bid Five Clubs, but it would be with
reasonable hopes of success, not as an
attempted bluff.

Problem No. 8 (10 points)
I.m.p. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:Answer to (b): Four Hearts, 10; Five
NORTH EAST
SouTH
WEST
Clubs, 8; Four Clubs, 2.
1\7
3NT
The panel's vote: 6 for Four Hearts;
2\7
4\7
2+
4 for Five Clubs (Mrs. Markus, Dormer,
Dble
No
No
No
Barbour and Phillips); 1 for Four
No
No
Clubs (Rimington).
South holds:Now the situation has changed:
.A32 \75 0874 +AJ10976.
South · no longer has 'r oom for the
What should South lead·?
scientific cue-bid and he must make his
Answer: Five of Hearts, 10; Ace of
first and last guess between the two . Clubs, 7; Eight of Diamonds, 6; Ace of
alternative games. A possible inference Spades or Jack of Clubs, 4.
that might improve the chances of a
The panel's vote: 4 for Five of hearts;
heart game was suggested by:3 for Ace , of clubs (Mrs. Markus,
REESE: "Four Hearts. After the Sharples and Phillips); 2 for Eight of
double raise of spades, our partner is diamonds (Nunes and Pilarski); 1 for
slightly more likely to be short in Jack of clubs (Barbour); 1 tor Ace of
spades and so less likely to hold the spades (Reese).
singleton heart that we fear."
When opponents sacr~fice against 3NT
The Four Heart bidders are on it is usually good policy to lead a trump.
stronger ground than they were in (a), But this may not necessarily be best on
for they no longer expect the bidding to this .particular hand, ·for you have
die. · If the opponents contest with Four reached a 3NT contract which does not
. Spades, there is a ready-made Five seem to be based on the accustomed
Club bid in reserve.
25-26 or more .pojnts but on a long
As the East hand improves, so does club suit instead. However, orthodoxy
'the South:secured a slight edge in the voting.
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SMART: " Five of hearts. I don' t
think that 'we will be doing much
damage to North's trumps. We must
stop dummy getting ruffs in, after which
our high cards will begin to take their
toll."
SWINNERTON-DYER: "Five of hearts.
Declarer knows the trump position
already."
A possible disadvantage of this lead
was pointed out by:PILARSKI: "Eight of diamonds. North
may not be happy about a trump h!ad,
'for dummy may not have an entry with
w~ich to take the trump finesse."
Another approach was suggested
by:PHILLIPS: "Ace of clubs. A forcing.
defence looks best, and in any event no
other lead looks attractiv~ ."
Mrs. Markus and Sharples reasoned
on similar lines and found support for.
their line of thought, if not their actual
lead in:-

BARBOUR: "Jack of clubs. A forcing
game seems best, for it is even possible , .
that partner has four hearts. Further,
+J is a better card to lead than the Ace:
declarer (or dummy) might hold Qxx
and our partner Kx; or dummy might
hold Kxx and partner Qx, when
declarer would be most unlikely to put
up dummy's King ...... "
It's an exciting thought, but have you
experimented at the table?
Treading a not unaccustomed lonely
path:REESE: "Ace of spades. When partner
has doubled and I hold an Ace on which
he cannot have relied with any certainty,
I usually lead it, with the feeling that if
we don't defeat their contract then it
won't be my fault. That may be a
psychological failing, but in any event
the lead seems in order now. They
might do well in Four Hearts if declarer
has a red two-suiter and we do nqt set
up our tricks quickly."
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E.B.U. Results
GOLD CUP

I. M.P.
beat M . Harrison-Gray (Middlesex)

3

'S. W. Thomas (Somerset)

M. A. Porter (Warwks.)

3

F. F arrington (N.W.C.B.A.)

B. Hinton (N.W.C.B.A.)

22

Dr. J. B. Fulton (Yorks.)

J. H. Doran (Yorks.)

15

P. W. Poulter (Sussex)

CROCKFORDS CUP
beat E. Senk (London)

Mrs. E. Kraus (London)

22 '

A. G. Dormer (London)

Mrs. M. Whitaker (London)

10

G. B. Burrows (Essex)

M. Williams (Kent)

18

R . A. Priday (London)

Mrs. P. M. Williams (London)

38

G~

Mrs. J. Harper (Surrey)

4

E . H . Pudsey (Yorks.)

M. Allen (Lines.)

8

W. E . Lee (Notts.)

B. C. Wilcox (N.W.C.B.A.)

9

L. Morrell (Yorks.)

Mrs. R. Campfield (Yorks.)

13

P. F. L. Tottenham (Staffs.)

B. Hinton (N.W.C.B.A.)

10

L. Tarlo (London)

J. Hibbert (Middlesex)

C._H. Fox (London)

3

HUBERT PHILLIPS BOWL
Points
A. H. Dalton (Surrey)

beat G. C. H. Fox (London)

1400

Mrs. M. Whitaker (London)

P. W. Poulter (Sussex)

1210

A. T. M. Jones (Somerset)

R. H. Chope (S.C.)

2540

Dr. A. 0. L. Atkin (N.E.B.A.)

J. Newton (Yorks.)

330

Mrs. R. Oldroyd (Yorks.)

Dr. J. B. Fulton (Yorks.)

2630

Mrs. W. E. D. Hall (Warwks.)

M. A. Porter (Warwks.)

860

P. E. Morley (N.W.C.B.A.)

Mrs. P. Hartill (Staffs.)

180

E. F. Briscoe (Warwks.)

480

H. Johns!on (Staffs.)
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You Say ....
Readers are invited to send letters on all subjects
to the Editor, B.B.W., 35 Dover Street, London, W.t.
It would seem from Kenneth
Konstam's article in the January
issue of the British Bridge World
("Introducing George,") that he
agrees with Holmes' solution to
the Great Slam Mystery (page 21,
December, B.B.W.) and Mr. Konstam of all people should be in a
position to judge.
It seems to me, however, that
having made a correct diagnosis("the Acol System . . . is woefully
inaccurate in the slam zone")he goes on to suggest a possible
cure which is faintly ridiculous.
The idea that just tinkering
about with an artificial One Club
opening bid of 15 points upwards,
and an opening Two Club bid to
replace the normal One Club bid
with five or more clubs, is going
to effect any noticeable improve- ment in slam bidding is, I submit,
a pipe dream-a sort of halfhearted attempt to steal some of
the Neapolitans' clothes, after
having criticised their style to boot.
A book called Bidding Craft
was published early in 1962, by
John Brown-an exposition of
modern Vienna. I would refer
Mr. Konstam and 9ther interested persons to 'it; for the~e will

be found a viable, . integrated
system-particularly slamwisewhich might be shown, after fair
study and trial, to be a possible
answer to the challenge of the
French and Italian systems.
The last sentence in this book
reads: "Slam bidding is still the
weakest part of British bidding
methods."
RONALD BOWMAN,

Wanstead, London, E.11.

*

*

*

The British Bridge League continually fail to formulate a viable
selection schem-e and inform the
press and public in good time. It
has happened again this year. As
I write, your February editorial
has just appeared, giving an outline of a scheme, but we don't
know which teams will play in the
trials, still. less the reasons for
abandoning the trial scheme used
last year and the year before. The
whole matter is treated as top
secret, for V.I.P.s only.
What is needed is (1) an efficient
information service; (2) a sound
selection scheme giving every
candidate a 'f air chance and one
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I

which is not changed each year
in a futile attempt to pander to
certain players; (3) acceptance of
master-point rankings as the basis
of selection for trials and other
leading events; the only exception
should be in favour of young
players of great promise who
have not had time to acquire
master points.

better run for their money, the
calendar would 'be less overcrowded for the winning players,
finals would tend to be stronger,
and the master-point scheme
would gain in prestige.

even told which teams have been
seeded. Seeding should be related to master-point rankings
and, in addition, teams which
include a certain number of Life
Masters or National Masters
could be exempted from early
rounds. The same applies to the
qualifying rounds of such tournaments ' as the National Pairs.
Everyone would benefit; the less
experienced players would get a

I ?m convincec{ that your remarks about master-point rankings
are sound. It would be a great
pity if the app~al of the ,masterpoint scheme were weakened as a
result of the rankings being disregarded by selectors. The top
players can have their own opinion
about who is better than whom,
but let invitation.s and seedings for
official eve,nts be guided by maste~
point rankings. That is the way to

The · game badly needs an
expression of opinion on matters
of this kind from the rank and
file of duplicate players. Why not
Master .- ,point . rankings have invite it i~ your colup1ns?
R. FRANSES,
. been disregarded in · issuing the · ·
Brighton.
invitations for the new Sunday
Times pairs event, and leading
It is common for ruling bodies,
Life and National masters have
been left out. The Sunday Times especially in amateur sports, to
is doing the game a good turn in regard their deliberations as "top
promoting the tournament but the secret, for V.I.P.s only," and that
selection committee which issued is the image one has of our bridge
the invitations is not helping the administrators, worthy and diligent
master-point scheme in blatantly though they are. .
disregarding the rankings.
I don't know why the ~uccessful
One further point. At present 1961-1962 trial scheme has been
the method of seeding teams for abandoned; possibly there are good
events like the Gold Cup is reasons, but we are old enough to
clothed in mystery; we are not be told.
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boost the master-point scheme and
tournament bridge generally.
Like you, I would like to know
what others think about these
matters. Readers' comments are
invited and will be published next
month.

*

*

*

Many players do not know the
difference between the English
:Bridge Union and the British
Bridge League. The E.B. U. consists of delegates from the County
Associations and deals with
E.B.U. competitions and the English master points scheme. The
Scottish, Northern Irish and Welsh
Bridge Unions deal similarly with
their own areas.
The B.B.L., on the other hand,
consists of delegates from those
Bridge Unions. Delegates from
affiliated overseas leagues are also
entitled to attend (India, British

Guiana, Cyprus, Malaya, New
Zealand and South Africa). The
law-giving Portland Club is also
represented on the B.B.L. The
main responsibilities of the B.B.L.
are the Camrose matches, the
Gold Cup and Portland Pairs,
and team selection for the European and World Championships.
(The European Bridge League, of
which the B.B.L. is a member,
will not permit England, Scotland,
etc., to be separately represented
in these championships.
The chairman of the B.B.L.;
Geoffrey Butler, is, by virtue . of
Britain's wide overseas affiliations,
'entitled to one of the five seats
on the Board of Governors of
the World Bridge Federation.
The W.B.F. runs the World
Championships and the Olympiads.
MRS. A. HIRON,
Secretary, British Bridge League.

America's bright new monthly magazine,
acclaimed by top experts everywhere . ...

THE AMERICAN BRIDGE DIGEST
Regular contributors are: OSWALD JACOBY, EASLEY BLACKWOOD,
LEW MATHE, B. JAY BECKER, EDWIN B. KANTAR, MARSHALL
MILES, ET AL, Plus TERENCE REESE and ALBERT DORMER.
Annual Subscription:
Send £2. 17s. to 35, Dover Street, London, W.l. or 8 dollars to
P. 0. Box 1245, Studio City, California.
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'BRIDGE
ACADEMY
Conducted by G. C. H. FOX
The noted bridge teacher and columnist
directs our regular feature for improvers
and social players.
In computing match points it
Most pairs events are covered
by match-point scoring. Ihe does not matter by how much one
principle is briefly this: A pair · score is better or worse than
receives 2 match points for each another. .This, in fact, is the
pair they beat in their own line. advantage of the method. Years
Thus, if there are njne tables, ago all pairs events were scored
nine pairs are sitting North- by aggregate . . This was not very
South and nine are itt"ing East- satisfactory since luck played too
West. There are, therefore, eight great a. part. Suppose a pair
other pairs who are holdjng the playing against you bid Seven
same cards as you. If your result Spades vulnerable and went one
on any one board is superior 1o down whereas Seven Hearts was
all the other eight pairs you will unbreakable: you would gain
get 16 match points, commonly over 2,000 points-in no way due
referred to as a "top". · If your to your skill.
score is inferior to each of the
Playing match points your
others you would get 0-a " bot- lucky result would give you a
tom". If your score is just in the "top" but that would only mean
middle, some being better and a few extra points.
some worse, you will get an
In other words, match-point
scoring is the fairest method of '
average or near-average.
To ascertain what is a "top" in dealing with a pairs contest. One
· any particular contest, you deduct vast stroke of good or bad luck
one from the number of complete cannot by itself settle the result.
May players like to estimate
tables and multiply the result by
two. For example if there are their results during the course of
· thirteen tables the top is twenty- play. I will explain how to ·do
four (13 minus 1 =12, times 2). this nex~ month.'
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BIDDING WISE
Ronald Crown discusses standard British
bidding and tests your knowledge with a _
special quiz.

This month he. advises on the use of the
Stayman Convention when partner has opened
INT. -

Last month we discussed what
to do when partner opens I NT
and you have an unbalanced hand ·
containing a long suit. Now we
come to hands which, although
unbalanced, do not contain a suit
long enough for a jump response.
- For example, partner opens INT
and your hand contains two fourcard majors and a singleton outside; if partner can support one
of your suits, you would rather
play in that suit than in no
trumps, but you do not want to
give partner a wrong impression
by jumping to Three Hearts or
'f.hree Spades over his INT. This
is where the Stayman convention
comes into .operation.
A typical hand suitable for the
convention would be:WEST

EAST

• AJ64
• K 73
\/K843
\/AJ92
0 AK7
0 Q 642
• Q IO 6
The bidding:-

.5
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WEST

I

EAST

INT
2.(I}
2\/(2)
4\/(3)
No
(I) Your hand is strong enough
to bid game when your partner
opens INT. However, if your
partner has four hearts or Jour
spades, the · hand will probably
play better in one of those suits
than in no trumps. You therefore
bid Two Clubs, which has no
bearing on your actual holding in
clubs.. This bid is forcing-for
one round-and asks partner to
bid a four-card major ,suit if he
has one. If he has no four-card
major, he has to bid Two Diamonds, which again bears no
relation to his holding in diamonds.
(2) West shows his four-card
major by bidding Two Hearts .
(3) East has now found a fit
in a major suit and as he knows
that there is a minimum of 26
points in the combined hands, he
bids game in hearts.

Bl DOl NG WISE continued
will rest with your partner. He
will be guided by whether his
opening bid was maximum or
minimum.
The following hand is also
suitable for the use of Stayman,
and it is because the convention
may be used on weak hands . of
this· kind that the opener must be
strict in his observance of the
WEST
EAST
rules. He may only respond Two
+KQ6
+A542
Diamonds, Two Hearts or Two
\/A5
\/K84
Spades-never 2NT.
0 Q 1 10 6
0 K 9432
.A192
+Q863 \/17532 04 +185.
The bidding:Partner opens 1NT and you bid
EAST
WEST
Two Clubs. If partner bids Two
lNT
Hearts or Two Spades, you pass.
3NT
20
If partner bids Two Diamonds,
No
you can say Two Hearts and this
Stayman can also be used on is the equivalent of the "weak
intermediate hands where the take-out" that was discussed last
responder is not quite strong month. The convention has, howenough for game unless the ever, given you the opportunity
opener has a maximum INT. to see whether- you have a fit in
Suppose your partner opens a spades. The important thing to
weak lNT (12- 14 points) and bear in mind with this type of
you hold:hand is that if \/2 is changed to
+KQ53 \/114 OA183 .62.
02, making the hand: +Q863
Bid Two Clubs, and if partner \/1753 042 .185, it would be
responds Two Diamonds or Two wrong to introduce th~ Stayman
Hearts you can coatinue with convention at all. If you do and
2NT. If partner responds Two partner responds Two Diamonds,
Spades, however, you can raise you will be in a mess. In other
to Three Spades. Either way you words, with a weak balanced
have described the strength of hand, even though it contains two
your hand accurately and the final major suits, the best action is to
decision as to whether to bid game pass. You are going to get a

Without the use of the Stayman
convention, the above hand would
be bid 1NT-3NT, which is a poor
contract, whereas Four Hearts is
a very good contract.
Here is another example of
Stayman, In this case no fit in a
major suit is discovered and the
final contract has to be no trumps.

.3

2.
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BI DDING WISE continued
- minus score, but try not to make
Stayrnan is one of the most useit worse.
ful conventions and is played all
Playing the Stayrnan conven- over the world. But don't use it
tion you cannot play a hand in unnecessarily. Before you reTwo Clubs after partner has spond Two Clubs, make sure that:
opened INT. It follows that if (1) your hand is likely to play
you want to play a hand in clubs, better in a suit if you can locate
you must be prepared to go to the Jour-card support in partner's
hand; (2) your own hand does not
Three level.
Partner opens 1NT and you contain a suit long enough to bid
naturally, as with a jump response;
hold:
+K83 \/6 ()976 +QJI0854. (3) you can cope with any reBid Two Clubs and your partner sponse which partner makes to
will give the Stayman ·response. Two Clubs.
You then bid Three Clubs and
Next month we discuss other
your partner will understand that ways in which the Stayrnan conthat is where you want to play.
vention can be useful.

BIDDING QUIZ
You are vulnerable and your partner opens 1NT (16-18 points).
What do you say?
()QJ76
\/ AQ4
1. • Q 10 53
() Q 5
2. +A 9 6 4
\/Q973
3. +A Q 9 8 6 CVKJ432
()7
() J 10 8 7 3
4. • Q 7 6 4
\/8632
You are not vulnerable and your partner opens lNT (12-14points).
What do you say?
5. • 7
\/ Q 8 4 2
() 7 4
K J 10 8 7 4
() 8 7 4
6.
K 32
\/ Q J 8 6
+A9 3
7.
K Q J 7 6 5 \/A 53 2
() K 8
+3

+

+
+

You are South and are not vulnerable. What do you say in each
of the following auctions?
8.
SOUTH
lNT

2\/
You hold:

+Q 6

?
\/. A J 7 4

() K 9 8 6
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+K J 6

I

BIDDING WISE conti nued
SouTH
lNT
20

9.
/

NoRTH
2.
2NT

?

\?A 3

You hold:
10.

+ KQ5

You hold:

+A 8 7 4 \?K93 ' 0QJ5 +K43
ANSWERS TO BIDDING QUIZ

SOUTH
lNT
2+

0 K 10 7 6 5 +Q9 3
NORTH
2.
3+

?

1. 3NT, 10 points; Two Clubs,
2 points. 3NT will be easy, while
even if partner has four spades
you might possibly be defeated
in a spade contract by a bad
trump _break or by ruffs. Don't
use Stayman on this sort of hand.
2. Two Clubs, 10 points; 2NT,
5 points. Here it is different.
Game will be borderline and you
must take the extra chance of a
4-4 trump fit if there is one. If
partner bids spades or hearts, give
a single raise; if he bids diamonds,
go 2NT.
3. Three Spades, 10 points. You
don't need four-card support from
partner, so don't bid Two Clubs.
If partner responds 3NT, continue with Four Hearts.
4. Two Clubs, 10 points; No
Bid, 4 points. This is rather an
exceptional case, because if partner has no major suit you can
comfortably pass his Two Diamond response.

5. Two Clubs, 10 points. If the
response is Two Hearts, pass.
Over any other response, sign off
in Three Clubs.
6. No Bid, 10 points. You have
a balanced hand and not enough
points for game.
7. Four Spades, 10 points. Even
'if partner ·has four hearts, Four
Spades is likely to be a better
contract.
8. No Bid, 10 points. Don't
remove to 2NT on the grounds
that you have a maximum no
trump and are short in spade.s.
Your partner is the captain in
this sqrt of sequence.
9. 3NT, 10 points. Partner has
invited you to bid game if you
have a maximum INT.
10. No Bid, 10 points. Here
the invitation was to bid on if
your hand was well suited to a
spade contract, but you have. no
ruffing values nor a maximum
point count.
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PLAYING WISE
Dan Burgess improves your card play
with his specially designed problem hands.
He continues the discussion begun last
month, about the technique of finessing.

Last month we discussed the WEST
EAST
value of the simple finesse as a +AQ7
• 643
trick maker. I like to divide the \? 6 52
\/AQJ8
many different kinds of finesses OAQ63
<> J 10 7
into two categories: the "produc- +A9 8
+KQ4
tive" and the ."unproductive". If,
The problem: West is in 3NT
for example, we lead towards and a small heart is led, \/Q is
AQJlO and finesse the Queen we finessed and loses to the King,
know that, if it loses to the King, and
0 is returned. How
, we have nevertheless set up two should West play?
extra tricks in the suit. But if we
I saw an inexperienced West
lead from three small cards tobecome the victim of a skilful
wards AQx, we can only make
player on his right. The declarer
one extra trick if the finesse of the
was so obsessed with the "cleverQueen succeeds. More than that,.
ness" of his right hand opponent
if the finesse loses we have only
that he convinced himself that
one "control" left, the Ace, and
0 was a cunningly deceptive
the suit is now exposed to attack.
lead away from the King. He
In general, avoid the simple played the Queen, hoping that he
"unproductive" finesse unless would be able to turn to his right
forced to it. Often we can delay hand opponent with a triumphant
a decision but sometimes we have grin. But alas! North won with
to risk a simple finesse at the first the King and spades were contime of asking. One of the marks tinued, knocking out the Ace.
of a thoughtful player is his Later, North won a diamond finability to judge whether to plunge esse with the King and produced
or to wait.
the last spade to beat the contract.

+I

+I
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PLAYING ,WISE

contin~ed

The plan: Let us go back to the
beginning. Having finessed the
heart as declarer did, we can count
two heart tricks, three clubs and
three diamonds even if the diamond finesse loses. So we need
. only one spade trick. What we
must avoid is letting the defence
set up five tricks.
The spade suit is obviously our
weak point, but suppose we put
on. when the J 0 is Jed. We
will still have +Qx and if the
lead comes from the l.eft we have
a guard. So Jet's win with +A,
cross to one of dummy's club
winners, then lead O J and continue
with the 10. Now uccess is
assured.
Here is another finessing problem: (see nex t column).
The problem: You have, rather
bravely, reached Four Hearts despite an opening bid of One Club

+A

WEST

+K8743
\?AQ92
<> 6 4 2

+7

EAST

,.

92

\? K J 10 7
OAQJ87
+K8

from North. +A is led and is
followed by (>3. Should you
finesse?
The plan: We have lost a club
trick and the bidding makes it a
near certainty that
sits over
our King, so that two spade losers
are inevitable. We cannot, therefore, afford a diamond loser, so
let's summon up our courag~-- ~nd ·
boldly finesse. Now we can smile
at out left hand opponent who,
seeing no other chance, led from
0 Kxx in the hope that we
wouldn't have the nerve to finess~.
Of course, if the lead were a
singleton, we would go two down
instead of one, but isn't the risk
worthwhile with a game at stake?

+A

RESULT OF FEBRUARY COMPETITION
Problem No. 2 claimed a lot of victims this month: the popular choice of an
unusual 2NT bid receiving no support from the panelists.
Winner:
Max.100
J. HIBBERT, 15 Camelia Place, Twickenham, Middx.
97
Second:
J. E. GoRDON, Beechbank, Bromborough, Wirral, Cheshire
92
Third:
K. T. REITSEMA, Tuinbouw Str. 6A, Groningen, Holland
91
Other leading scores: N. F. CHOULARTON, 90; W. H. BRUMBY, 89; R. W. TARRANT,
C. C. HEARD, Flt.-Lt. A. ISAACSON (Bahrain), 86; F. V. KIMMENADE (Holland), 85;
S. BRUMAN' (Sweden), J. D. SOLOMON, Sgt. T. ARM, 84; J. K. PATES, Dr. M. E.
WEBER, H. S. RoBINSON, 83; A. F. JAFFRELOT, H. DAVIDSON (Hoiland), 81; L. 0.
GoRDEJUALA (Spain), 80; G. G. FowuE, 77.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
5/- per line . Special terms fo r a series
BRID GE CLUBS AND HOTELS
HARRO W
HARROW BRIDGE CLUB- 16 Nor thwick Park
Road, Harrow, Middx. Tel. H arrow 3908.
Good standard Bridge in enjoyable atmosphere.
Sessions twice daily. Partnership and Duplicate.
Open teams of four every Saturday evening.

LONDON
GRAND SLAM BRIDGE CLUB- 21 Craven Hill,
W .2. Tel.: Pad 6842. Stakes 1/- and 2/6,
5/- and 10/-. Partnership evenings Mondays and
Thursdays. Visitors welcome. Duplicate Pairs
(Bounty £25) Tuesday weekly. 'Rummy' all
night games.

MISCELLANEOUS
BRIDGE REQUISITES
Personal Score Cards, Travelling Score Slips,
Result Charts, Hand Record (Curtain) Cards,
' 'Silent Bidders" etc. MOVEMENT CARDS
for Individuals, Pairs and Teams-of-four etc.

WALLETS- better than boards at less than half
the cost.
CARDBOARD
£3 3s. Od. per set of 32
LEATHERETTE £4 14s. 6d. per set of 32
WRITE FOR SAMPLES:
W.B. Tatlow,2RoseberryCourt, LLANDUDNO

TUITION
NICO GARDENER guarantees to improve
your game. Tuition, practice classes and lectures
all under personal supervision; also postal course,
The London School of Bridge, 38 K ing's Road,
London, S.W.3. KENsington 7201.

PERFECT YOUR BRIDGE under championship guidance. Private or Group Tuition . _
Practice classes. Duplicate coaching. Master
Points contests. Lectures. Folder free from
the Mayfair Bridge Studio (Dept. 5), 110 Mount
Street, London, W.l , or 'phone GRO 2844.

Diary of Eve11ts
1963
23- 24 THE FIELD TROPHY
28 CHARITY CHALLENGE CUP
29- 31 CUMBERLAND CONGRESS
30- 31 CROCKFORD'S CUP FINAL
April
4- 7 DEVON AND CORNWALL CONGRESS
20- 21 NATIONAL PAIRS S EMI-FINALS . .
May
3- 5 GLOUCESTERSHIRE CONGRESS
11- 12 NATIONAL PAIRS FINAL
17- 19 LONDON CONGRESS
25 ANNE REESE CUP
25- 26 PAcHABO CuP
June
1- 2 VICHY PAIRS FESTIVAL . .
5- 8 BRIDGE FESTIVAL
7- 9 YORKSHIRE CONGRESS . .
14-16 KENT CONGRESS
14- 24 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP ..
21 - 24 GOLD CUP FINALS
July 19 to Aug. 2 EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS
Sept.
4- 8 BRIDGE FESTIVAL
Oct. 30 and Nov. 6 W.B.F. PAR C ONTEST
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Nat. Lib. Club
Worldwide
Keswick
London
Torquay
Regional
Cheltenham
Leicester
London
Nat. Lib. Club
Leicester
Vichy
Porec, Yugosla via
Scarborough
Folkestone
St. Vincent, Italy
Blackpool
Baden Baden
Pula, Yugoslavia
Worldwide

Th Clubman' choice . ..

... "Linette" playing cards
These fine quality, linen grained, playing cards are the
popular choice with club players. The familiar geometrical back design is available in red and blue to make
playin,g pairs. They are packed singly in tuck cases.
Retail price 3/3d. per pack.

STATIONERS DIVISION
THOMAS DE LA RUE & CO. LTD., 92 MIDDLESEX STREET, LONDON, E. I

